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UD'Y ANO, THE LANGUAGERT.S TEACHER
.

Perhaps there has n r been as dominant and as
frustrating issue before'fhelanguage artssteache
that concerning. the nature and yunction .of grammar in
the schools Sno-uldwe teach it-O houldn't we? Does
khOwledge about ones rammar R in writing or
speaking? WhiCh 'grammar is best? And o and on.

What f011owsrin this material IS' premise upon the
assumption that there is a role for certain .kindS of
expee'lences it? grammar in- the. instructional program.
However, that role it, one which fits into the larger
purposes of the language, arts, program without
'dominatrng it Este blishIng that role' requires us to
considerQew important questions:

* .

WHAT IS GRAMMAR?.
. In its broadest sense, grammar is,rhestructure of the
language used bfry people.A consideration of subject
and predicate, verb phrase construction, noun phrase
construction, word order, the system whereby we

' change statements .to questions or active voice to
passive voice, etc., are all grarrimar concerns.

Questions of whether it is proper -to use 'ain't,' or
whethe; 'their or is the best choice in a ,given
sentenee or whether dou Oatives are acceptable,
and other-questions of this so are often thought. of as
questions of usage rather than qu tions of grammarby
many linguists. It requires but little perception, however,.
to recognize that 'early on, usage and grammar:become
intertwined and,ln some instances, questions of.usage
,are also grammatical questions. For example, decision-
making about whethet to Use 'who' or 'whom' in a given
sentence or utterance can be considered a usage
question. Which one is appropriate for a given
audience? Is it acceptable to use 'who' to begin any
sentence as some contend? However, being able to
selectively use either 'who' or 'whom' with a sense of
qptions available requires the talker or writer tb know
syntax or see tenbe structure, i.e., Which sentence slots
require objective case;pnd which nominative case? This
is a grammar question.

Other choices, such as' the acceptability or
unacceptability of using double negatives seems largely
a question of appropriateness for the audience. *

As an interesting aside, during the 16th Century, most
better -- writers, such as Shakespeare, used multiple
negatives for emphasis. e.g.

nor never none shall mistress/be of it.
There was also considerable variety in comparative and
superlative in adjectives, e g honester, violentest,' more
larger, most boldest

. In a more specific sens,ogrammar is the system of
human rules which allows us to fqrmulate utterances in a'
meaningful fashion.*

This set of rules is sort of a tacit set which seems to
be implicit in us and oyr language production.

On 'the other hanoP, the grammar we often study in
school, such as traditional grammar or structural

, grammar or transformational grammar, is essentially a
system, designed, by man to describe dr explain his
acfual grammar or system of producing language.

This is an important point since the grammars in
. bifferent,textbooks vary, suggesting that there is much
we still don't know about the language producing ,

system-of humans and there must also be considerable
disagreement about which is -the best c'ontrived or
textbook grammar for describing or e 'Draining man's
Iang(tage.

WHAT IS TRANSFORMATIONAL
GRAMMAR?

The most corrtmonlY employed 'grammar' in today's
language arts textbooks is probably transformational
grammar.** Such a 'grammar' is prehlised upon the
notion iljiat the human being is a sentence prodUcer
whose language operates in a structurally predictable

. way. That is, we are programmed by nature to produce
an infinite number of sentences with a finite set of
grammatical ruleS. For instance, if I say, "The green
flowers wilt in the withering remnants of-sunlight," I have
uttered a sentence that has probably never been
uttered before (and hopefully, neyer Again!) . you, the

5

* An interesting note, however, is that our grammar rules
allow for reCursiveness or repeating certain constructions
an infinite number of times. For example, we can say, "the
dog"

or
"the old dog"

or
"the old mean dog"

dr
"the old mean brown dog"

and so on adding adjectives.
f

Eventually; wQ,e uld produce a sentence so long it couldn't
be understo by most people because there would be too
much inforfnation, in it; that is., it would be incom-
prehensible. yet it would Still be grammatical'

This is not to say, hOwEver, that transformational grammar
.is the most commonly taught. Traditional grammar and
structural grammar are often taught in many schools.
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listener, reader, understand the sentence because it is roduction rules. The sentence produced is referred to
produced according to a finite set of 'grammatical rules s a, basic or kernel sentence These Sentences are
that N.J mans abide by. ,

; V relatively simple constructions devoid of most modifiers,
An ,understanding of the, formulating processes / coordinators, negatives, etc. In addition, they are

involved in the production of sentences is the purpose always statements. They are thus often lacking in ..

of ,a generative-transformationat grammar. Trans- rhetorical sophistication-, although they are
tormationalists contend that an efficient 'grammar' ,

/ grammatical. In order to develop more complex
should do more than just describe the external/ sentences a series of transformations or changes can be
characteriqcs of language, no matter how
thet is done and no ratter how important th t

made on kernel sentences ip a systematic fashion
M Essentially, these traneformationS act in one of four

/
descriptive facet of a 'grammar' is. A 'grammar' that is , ways Let us assume that X -Ir Y is a kernel sentence.

. truly functional must offer some exdlanation of the. + Y =;) means "X + Y is rewritten ..as" (the doub,le
sentence formulating procedures,of a language. It must arrow indicates that this iSajransformation rule) .
account for an infinite p tentiality in terms of number of One type of tranSformaticinis the simple addition. X
sentences possible, an it must da.so with an orderly + Y i7* X + Y + Z or Aa,+ X \Y. A new element is
finite set of grammatic I rules. It must offer a procedure simply added to the kernel

i7:::, rFtn ti
A second type is the embedding tr X +

suggest possible criteria for nongrammatical unit Y X + Z + ,Y. This type of transfoon "embeds"
tor formulating only / grammatical units and thereby

analysis. / . . ' a new element within the kernel rather thartacking it to
This "computerized program" is made up of two sets the front or rear of the kernel sentence. \

of rules. 1) Ja generative or sentence-producing set, and ..A third type of transformation is the perutation
2i. a transformational or sentence-changing set. type: X + Y c: Y + X. This is a transformation;that

One of the initial reponsibilities of a transformational reorders elements within the kernel Ontence.

, grammar then is,to aefine 'sentence', a job that is not as Finally, a fourth type is the deletion transformation
\

X

Simple as it might seem. - * + Y i74, Y or X. A (n) element (s) is/are dropped from \
For instanee, it should be noted that utterances the kernel sentence. \ .

produced in spoken language tend to be different than These transformation types work individually 'or in
those written. The notion that "print or script is, talk concert to alter or effect a change in a k rnel sentence
written dopn" is 1H-founded and not true. Talk, for It is primarily the degree of sophisjica ion or amount
example, tends to be more elliptmal in nature th of technicality that varies in expanding these rules which
hraing. the oral speaker less dependent upon language counts for the major differences in the ',grarninar set

. detail for the intent of his message to be understood. forth by many textbooks in the language arts..,.
Oral "sentences" like the following are common:

,
'What you earl'?"

"Apple."
"How is it?"
".O.k . I guess."
"Big 'deal! I mean how good?"
"Tastes sour."
"Like a lemon?"
"Kinda."

Mosftalk, too, tends to be more informal than writing
The language structure is less stilted, less orderly, and
more context dependent upon nonverbal factors such
as voice tone, facial expression, band, and head
movement.

Writing, on the other - hand', is more or less frozen in
time and space We can return to it and reobserve it in
all its detail It is then more easily pbssible to define a
written language sentence.in a rather precise way as a
construct with certain generalizable attributes.

Transformational grammarians observe that a
sentence must have a noun phrase and a verb phrase. A
noun phrase is composed of a noun and a possible
introductory determiner (word such as the, a, or an) A
verb phrase contains a verb, possible helping word (will,
can, etc.7, and a possible noun phrase.

If we let S=sentence, NP=noun phrase, VP=verb
phrase, and =rewrite as; we can symbolize a

,definition of sentence as S ago NP + VP. 0

A set of les that will generate this sentence consists
of no hrase production rules and verb 'phrase

'HAT ABOUT CORRECTING
HE CHILD'S GRAMMAR?.

We must be aw e that the developing child "grows"
througn4 a numbe of stages in his grammar
development. Psycholin ists who study the acquisition
and:development orlangu e in children point out that
the grammar of a child at ertain stages vanes in
systematic and-generalizable ways from other stages. In
this regard then, not only is it inappropriate to judge the
grammar of the developing child bylthat employed by an
adult, but it must be recognized that the child's
grammar stage may not be the same as a peer in the ,

same age group.
Research suggests that these stages of grammar

development apply regardless of intelligence orlearning
environment. The factors of intelligence and n-
vironmenf bear,. more sharply on the relative speed at
which the chil\d`proceeds through a given stage. D.\
McNeill, for instance, describes utilization of double
negatives by noting a sequence of sentence types
typical of three different points in the child's language
development'

a) 'I don't want no super.
b) I don't want some supper.
c) I don't want any supper: \

See Referencies, page no. 62, for citation



An account of an attempt to correct a young child at
point (a) above is-noted

CHILD. Nobody don't like me
PARENT. No, say "nobody likes me." ,*
CHILD' Nobody,don't like me (This

dialogue repeated several times.)
PARENT: No Now listen carefully; say,

"Nobody likes me."
CHILD- Oh! Nobody don't likes me

The notion of language deielopment "via stages
carries specific implications for the business of
correcting child language, the appropriateness and

reasonableness of same. The research in this area is
,discour'aging for those supportive of verbal corrections
of child speech 'GleasOn concluded after a series of
'studies with first, second, and third graders:

O
In listening to us, the children attended to the sense of
what we said and not the form. And the plurals and

3' past tenses they offered were products of their own
linguistic systems, and not imitations of us.' (p. 8)

Brown and colleagues, after studying the influence of
approval and disapproval by parents of their children's
talk, concluded.

There is not a aired of evidence that approval and
disapproval, are contingent on "syntactic cor-
rectness . . . . When Eve expressed the opinion
that hermother was a girl by saying, "He a girl," her
mother answered, "that's right." The child's
utterance was ungrammatical, but her mother did not
respond to that fact; instead, she responded to the
truth of the proposition thp child intended to express'
In general, the,parentS, fitted propositions to the
child's utterance, however incomplete or distorted
the utterances, and then approved or not according
to the correspondence between proposition and
reality. Thus, "Her curl my hair," wts approved
because the mother was in fact curlingi-Eve's hair.
However. Sarah's grammatically impeccable
"There's the animal farmhouse" was disapp-roved
because the building was a,lighthouse, and Adam's
"Walt Disney comes on on Tuesday" was
disapproved because Walt Disney came on on some
other day.3 (pp. 70-71)

In other words,. contrary to some supposition,
parents tend to addresa the propositional intentof the
utterance rather than its structural form..

'It should be noted here that sociolinguists have
pointed ,out that the language environment the child
dwells in does have an impact on the language that he
or she tises.* However The variables that impinge area
apparently- many and varied. Certainly, singling out
sentence gfammar as a variable without considering the
many .other factors will not do the job of significantly
changing the child's languagese.

In fact,' other data reviewed ,by\githoritie-s such as
Couhnq Cazden:conclude:

evidence on the role of correction In the child's
learning of syntax (grammar) is wholly negative.' (p.
114)

NOtework by Basil Bernstein and W Labov, for example

1

And that,

the implication for 'education is that teachers maybe
interfering with the chilsfs learning' process by
insisting on responses that superficially look or sound
"correct."' (p. 111)

In short, a developmental perspective on the
gramMar of children suggests that the elementary
teacher should acpept -what the child brings to, her,
consider past experiences, and general linguistic., and
cognitive attributes before considering strategies for
dealing with what might be ranguaging problems. There
is no more sensitive matter than 'the language a child
brings to the teacher in the classroom. A response to
that language is a response tb everything that is most
fundamentally human.

WHAT ABOUT GRAMMAR AND WRITING
ABILITY?

It must be remembered that a wide range of abilities
is-required, for effective writing. Ability to utilize various
sentence structures or syntactic skills is mpbrtant.

. However,- ability to addrbss essential rhetorical
concepts, i.e. 'attend to subject, audience, setting, and
purpose, and relate such to vocabulary and sentence
structure choices is also fundamental, These latter
rhetOrical -factors which impinge on every: writing
situation requir6 the writer to draw upon experiences,
perceptual skills, and cognitive skills: This is not to
mention motivation' and writer thitude and belief
system. Research in composition where motivation,
preceding and follow-up activities -to the writing
assignment, and ample discussion of the topic for focus
were instrumental parts of the instruction, .is the most
promising. (Note summaries of such IA. the Sherwin

'k work in 'the references.) - .
Given this kind of writing-skills-wray, it 'seems

somewhat' foolish to suggest that knowledge of'
't grammar per se should be a singular determining

variable. And research involving study of formal
traditional grammar and writing apilify over the ye4rs
has been so discouraging as to letd -one reviewer of.
research to observe:

s*".

Statistical and nonexperimental studies using,
correlation analysis by Hoyt, Rapeer, Boraas, Asker,
Segal and Barr, Catherwood, Bradford, and Robinson
failed to sholko a significant relationship between
grammatical knowledge and (pelting ability, Except for
Wykoff's study, the expedmental studies by Briggs,
Symonds, Crawford and Royer, Cutright, Ash, Benfer;
Clark, Warner and Guller Milligan, Frogner, Krause,
Smith, and Maize also failed to support the case for
grammar. After a .tally of procedural and other
limitations, the research still,overwheimingly suppgrts
the contention that instruction in formal grammar is
an IrteffectIve-and inefficient way to help students
adhleve proficiency In writing.

. .

Most of this research cited above, of course, focused
upon the older versions of school,grammar or traditional
,grammar. Recent, studies of transformational grammar
and ip impact upon the writing of students has been
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more proMising in somerespects
Bateman and Zidonis studied the impact of

transformalional grammar study upon the writing of
tenth graders",The two-year project concluded,

A knowledge of generative-transformational gram,
Mar enabled, Stddents to increase significantly the

,proportion of well-torm4d sentences they write.

7 -

They also concluded.

. °

A knoWledge of .generative .grammar can enable
students,to reduce the occurrence of errors in their
writing.

;,
In a related study. John MelIck investigated tie'

:relationship that exists between praitice in combining
separate kernel sentences into single sentences and
the ability' M 'produce. more struCtura1:13, elaborated'
sentences Concentration of the.analysis was upon
"syntactic fluency" or the 'structural dNersity and
sophisticai,on fltence sbcuttures.- Seventh,
grade students in his, study 'did produce more
yntactically complex` Sentences' r studying the

grammar via a sentence-combininginet ot\.
A.7.6tudy'reporteci in 1973 by,F..icank-O' are focused

upon informal Sentence-combining. ctMties Wit from a
-transform6tional grammar 9 Seven graders Involved
produced more syntactically mature sente'nc than
tNical eighth graders normally do In addlo the
experimental students Wrote composition that re,
Judged significantly better in overall quality than tho
written by,students in a`Control group.

Y
Implication's of the findings are summarized in

O'Hare's monograph #15--from the National Cpuncil of
Teachers of English Committee on Research,

:The findings suggest that the ability to manipulate,
sentente structures is At least as important, as
invention or arrangement in the teaching of writing.. ,

For The young writer, knowing what to say isn't '

enough; he has to know how. . .

The sentence - combining system used in this study 4.
has both theoretical and practical attractiveness
when considered as part ol a composition program.
because it expands the practical choices, the options
available to the young writer when he needs them
during the oomposi'ng process. Rhetoric and
sentence-combining practice should be viewed not as .

mutually exclusive or even *discrete, but rather as -

complementary, -

Since comparativ'ely little time has been spent o
syntactic. manipdative skill in English classed riting
programs should contain an enlarged artguage
deveiopme t component In which siante e-budding
exercises o Id play an imports role. These
exec ses o ild not.jocus on a y one sentence
pattern but would ekpfbit the entire range of syntactic
alternatives allowed by the grammar of English. What
the young writer needs is as much practice
possible with every conceivable combination 'of
syntactic alternative.

Students exposed to sentence-building techniques
could use these syntactic manipulative skills at the

"'
prewriting. or rewriting stage in their work in
composition.

important dimension of this study 1-was a
systernatic attempt to nufture the young writer's
canfidence. Its success suggests that writing
programs should tconcentrate on building s gint
confidence and a positive 'attitude towards7s teribe
prdduction.

. .

t

The research does not suggest-that grammar study
alone ,-Cr' even grammar study in other than informal
activity settings is likely tobe a significant in the
development of overall Writing ability.

It does 'sa 'Y that transfrxmatronal sentence-
Gombining activities have produ9a more syntacticalty

7 complex structures sn the writing of oung students and
.apparently can be a ligeful tool in-de>,eloping syntactiC
SRills.

THEN-WHAT THEN ARE THE ROLES OF
GF)AMMAR STUDY 114 THE S9HOOLS?

It appears that grammar study dots have a role in the
,education of youngsters. perhaps a number. 9

^ + 'THE IMMEDIATE rUNCTIONAL
,,The recent Well-respected research cited 'earlier.:

suggests that certain kinds of syritaCtic study and
experience,g can produce more syntactically fluent

\writers. This means that grammar-study can be helpful
o the writing program.

+ THE LONG RANGE FUNCTIONAL
Man is a structuring creature- ranguage functions /

o structure his experiences and, hence, his ,view of
lity! J,oseph Church assertsthat,

ti

*se

' t,

Th= individual discoverS the GhaYacteristics ofreality
as h- goes along, that there are predictable
regular' 'es in the sequence .of 'discoveries, and that
language, ncluding both what other people tell him
and what hel lis himself, playsan intimate partin this .;
discOvery and i enabling him to perdeive the world as

conerent, stable lace in.which to live and act.").

_Our primary world of ality is a verbal one. The more
We can know about our lane uage the mire.fikely we are
to understand the breadth an. mitations of OUP rearty.fs

Grammar study as the most a. es'sible avenue to the
strubure of man's language ca x0oisibly help us
understand ourselves a little better. !:%,,, ,

fr, 4 At-

+ THE AESTHETICUNCTiONAL
One might argue that there is little "practical'' value

in the math or literature or science courses taugI' in'our
, schools. That is, most of us can'exist socially with little

more than basic math, without ever being exposed to
Shakespeare or physics or many` other things which are
unquestioningly accepted as legitimate c mponents of ,
our education and rightfully so.-

There must be a simjar ar,g4ment for grammar: As a
theoretlal human construct, the content of grammar
helper define our human uniqueness. It is possible-to .

conceptualize thiS construct as a' symetrical, logical,
8

' ^

.
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rdering process with ipportarit aesthetic and humane
ibutes worthy o copsideratiOn in and for its ownat

,'sak
Th elimination of such .can be 'another step in

converti our education to training. Something which
shopliA be enously Open to question.

WHAT A E SOME IMPLICATIONS OF
THESE OLES FOR THE SCHOOL

, MCURRICUL IN 'LANGUAGE ARTS?
s

,

One 6f the mo pressing curricular quastionS We
haVe to consider if e do at c,ept on pr ,more of the_

:.above roles as imphrt nt enough to justify the inclusion
of,grammar study in the school is hdw much, what kind
and bow detailed. It haS been a' Jong standing
Contention,of, the Wisc sin Departrhent- of Public
Inseectioh, via Project En ish in the fatter 1g60's, that
formal extended' and etailed grammar study
throughout the grades,. w looth'unnecessary and

\ ,.* undesirable.' f. could , be PetItious". and counter-
productive ,dowld :deplw the 'student of bther
important e Viences-in-.1a Uage produbinb 'and.
consuming sill areas' It vas gued that the middle
school was .obajoly the most ppropriate- place for
introducing the study of grimmer oracepts in any kind

7,

pf sustained ,way, for it is he where the studen can-
toying ,to beat a reasonable language meturity"so
important for developing the more sophisticated'
syntactic skills.

Tod, it IS atthiS time:that the youngster is entering the
stage of forrnahreasoning in cognitive development, a
stage which Piaget points put as one bearing sharp and
corsticat.irnptiOations for the blassfoorn teacher andthe,
kind of language the youngster can use.

We can notice too in theabove mentioned roles lot
grammar that the moat productive grammar

, experienceS for enhancing syntaCtic skills inwriting .-
'resulted from more informal less technical and detailed
grammar study. ,

'In addition, extensive technical study of 'grarximar
need not` be done in order to move on the other '
purposes dr roles delineated. , 7'

This would suggest support-once more for the middle
grades as the most legitimate:area of study of grammar
and that a less formai nontechnical grammar is best for
mast studdnis.

The following'is basedupon such preMises.

'. Recall th,V many syntactic skills* still evolving through
the .tenth and eleventh years of age. e Chornsky.:K.
Hunt, et al. e . ' vi

4.*
e
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AN INTRORUCTI.04NNYTEACI4iNG SENTENCE STRUCTURE
. = ( ANb rSEWENCE-COMBINING ACTIVITIES

. % ''*1 : 'irIP

4
' ? . . ...

1 The remainder' . f this material consists. of three '

0)`(periments ,(:_-xoefi ents 1-31 which are designed to-
essential corn ,ts. First, there i§ ., a t seKies of

serve as dels .fer the. development pf infoetal
learnctig 'ties in sentence structure.

Secort, there kre' accompanying teacher sup-
,; plements for each experiMent Theseettemot to.

, t a) t Identi'fy the grammatical concept,,
......'";.. .b) Offer some grammatical explanation oisame,

4 , =-Sfx) Identify possible difficulties some students might -
0 -, en ; 4 . , . . egcountert ' .

$* d)4:.6ifer, suggestions for continued development
and pppbcation when needed.

. - '.. 'if Third ther4. are a number' of sentence-combining
.' , Models rovided to illustrate ways, to. design studenst
e ,,, , activate in sentence-combining as, route to enhanced, ,
.. _syntaCtic fluency _ ,

. -', A cursory examination shoUld suggest that these
'Models are based upon a generative-transformational
grammar theory but utilize such only as a framework
and not as a detailed approach. .

The experimentsare not designed to teaoh either a
carn,Orenensive or a,detailea technical formal grammar.

"Student-s'are not asked to-concentrate on definitions,
formulae, or detailed syntactic analysis. Instead, they'
are .introduced to a quasi-structured handling of the
language The.experiments .require: no specific training
pi The teacher in fOrmallgratrimar arid presuppose very'
Jiltle in the way,of pfevious grammar study on the part' of

'-'the student. '',' \4
The exper.iwnts \ offer a nice lead into sentence-

,, combining -, actiVitieS, but are not prerequisite to
_411VOIV6Ment with sentence, combining. ;

After considering the experiments, however, you will
, note that most, SYntectic structures 4ine,is likely to deal

- . with in,the sentence-combining activitiesare treated in
somefashion In the' experiments.

a a
. -4,

E?

s * * *

A few importan points about what tijs material
purports to be and doeshot purpbrt to be:

1) This is neither a \total language component of the
langtiageN arts 'nor even a comprehensive
grammar program. It is instead a way to deal with
the study of sentence structure within a more
eompeetieigve ranguage arts program:

, .
Obviously, a complete.langua e arts program
must attend to a wide range of languagin

al

nottons; semantics, dialects, varying uses
functions of language to mention only a few.

,In addition, as noted earlier, composition alone
requires attention /o a wide range of concerns in,
addition to sentence structure. The mechanics of
punctuation and spelling are not included in this
material. AlS9 the content Of the composition is
not addressed, e.g. different writing content for
different purposes, audiences and subjects.
What goes on in the way of instructional planning
to facilitate 'a reasonable motivation and follow- -
up to the composing act is also fundamental, yet
is shaped by factors and intentions outside the
scope of this material.' '

and

On the other hand, there is 'some reason tgLi
: believe that activities such as those included W

this material can he some impact on the
development of oral language 4ility and reading
comprehension-as well. _

. i

: A

The mast important point here is to 3ceet:3 fnel
;

1mhterial in proper perspective. Do not creman
mare of 'it than it is prepared to deliver, bill 'do rib 0.
underestimate its potential in a number, o \
language-arts areas. Conceptually, it can provide -

a funcipMentat base for additional work in
language structure and its place in- the
curriculum.

2) The primary role o this material is to provide
useful class and small group discuSsiort tools for:

a) allowing students to discover inductively:
certain fundamental characteristics
languages ugtirre,

- b) enabling uden s to relate the study'of
sentence IstruWure directly to the
devel ent of writitig Skills.

"Do not assn e, however, that any , given
experimeot per se or specific; set of. sentence- fi

combining activities will, by itself teach a spec*,
`sentence structure concept. 'Thee iAtial , -0

egpe'rjrnents," for instance, focus on the
importance of Word order and the co,ncept.of

`subject-predicate relationshi0 in , determining
what a "sentence'' Is. it should be Obvious,4%.

%hovoier, that for most students considegaW
ToMprk,ebthIprrAialandpformal, will need to

. 4 1 -i z ;
1

N '1 0.

'T . er e \.,
N.: A i V Itik / ,

r '1. -
, . 0 ° , ,



take over a sgstained period. for this
concept tube internalied. - .

;Opportunities to integrate Jthe activities df .this'
matenal in other ongoing language arts 'lessons .

should,be,cOnSidered. Likewise, the experiments
and sentence-,contbihing activities themselves
Can serve as springboards -to other ;writing.
reading and talking' activities where the initial
concept of the' material can gather continued
reinforcement and application potential.

t
1

,fundamentally for ,consideration of the points
made in no. 2 above.

-,
4) Finapy, .view this material ag a language '

experience ,far yourself 'as well' as for. your
Students: Many of the eXpenments,and most of
the 'sentence combining" models are operi-- ,
ended. thus encouraging discussion and debate
al?Outpossible.inferent01 variation on the more

,generalized conclusions. Allow students and .
y.Puiselrto -.play" with sorrte of these variations.
Searchingfor exceptipns to The conclusion or
reihfornmeit for it -provides excellent oppor,=

. - tunities to enhanoe student co,nceptu-
alization 4nd perhaps in the long run, broadened
learner pet ectives on The' nature of language.

:- anoints rot n ourilives.

3) , Remerfiber that constanrandrepeated empbasi
upon ..,onlY the' :experiments, or sentence-

.

combining in drililike fasfiloin caniPe(deadly as a'
teaching _technique. This, calls even more

0

o

t
a

,
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EXPERIMENT 1 Word Order In Sentences

'PART A

GIVEN:
"Pat ate a rat" is a sentence.
"A ate rat Pat" is not a sentence

MATERIAL:
1) Mila Dan ran
2), Dan ran Mile a

ts 3) Pat ate rat the
4) Dan ran a mile

1ZE_CTIONS:
Stliarrtre.groups
answer the follow

of words ATERIAL. Nov
uestions::

1) Are any of the gro'Ups sentences?

_2) Which ones are not sentelices?

.3) Why are Certain groups not sentences?

.

CONCLUSION;
In order for a group of words to be a sentence, Words
must be in the proper ,

APPLICATION:
Rewrite those groups of wocds in MATERIAL

=which are not sentences so they They .beCome
sentences.

6,

2) List the words. that you moved to different
positioristemake sentences.

PART B

GIVEN:
Pat, rat, mile, Dan, man are nouns.
A, the, soigne are determiners.

MATERIAL:
1) A bat saw the tat.
2) A purple frog loafed on a log.
3) An old goat had a sore throat.

DIRECTIONS:
Sti!idi the above sentences. Underline determiners
with one line and nouns wi,tp two.

CONCLUSION: .

If You have a determiner in a sentence, you will also
have a

APPLICATION:
Make up three sentences. Underline the determiners
with one line and the nouns with two lines.

4

_L.

,

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT- =Ex1»rlment

CONCEP

Word 0 der as a Factor in SentencePr'od ction

ELABORATION:,
.

Word order is probably the. fundamental
grammatical-characteristic of the English language. It
affects both overall meaning and specific' nuance in
sentence comprehension. This, of course% is.not true
of all languages, such as Latin where the inflectional
system is more instrumental in shaping meaning..

,
STUDENT RESPONSE: , .

, By the time,studepts are in the middle grgei, this -4

'4 s. concept should. be relatively ell established

,107



_ . .

although the subtleties of more corriplek structures,
.

The little whistling toy train is mine.

an'presentproblems,e.g.

Or

. The toy little 'Whistling traink mine.
..

Haw far this matter, 1§ probed depends ,r.ipon the.,
acuities of the student. Certatnly,.additional practice,
should be provided if students don't.see basic word
order relationships Such* the following:

noun phrgSe -I: Verb phras e
determiner + noun
deterininer + adjective + noun

;

pepOsition :1 'noun ..

preposition ""+. determiner + adjective -I-, noun

TIONAL'APPOCATION: PIP ,

,hdditional practice can' be provided in a number of
ways: a

Sorambledsentence

Use 3),( 5 note cards; alime with determiners,
'sore nouns, svne verbs,etc. Mix, them up and
.psk students tot-arrange tbem as sentences.

.

b) COmMercial materials .
,

Many companiesiprodUce thingstuch as work
blocks, charts, itc, which" ere. helpful for

: .

.4

supplementing on oingactivities.,
11

a
,

f7---; EXPERIMENT 2 Subject - Predicate In Sentences
,

GIVEN:
"Boys run" js a sentence.
"Dogs eat bones" is a gentence.
"Girls like" is nota-sentence.
"Girls like pretty" is not a. senteriCe.

MATERIAL:
1) The dog fell
2), A gnat tripped a rat
3) Pipes,leak quicklys
4) Thy -boy ate an appfe

he silly pipes leak
6)' 'He has

DIRECTIONS: '
Study MATERIAL. Now do thcfolloWing:

Tell which of the word groups are sentences.

I

CONCLUSION:,
1) What was JWrong with n'the nOnsentences?

.

sh

2) .Do. some sentences
others'?

9

-.." I

f-

need more woric than

I

. 1,. .,. .
APPLICATION: ..- ' -. . ..

Rewrite the "nopsentences" So that they become
c sentences.'' ,

.'dFr 4,

( TEACHER SUPPLEMENTExperIment 2

CONCEPT: -
Subject-Predicate Relationship in a Kernel gentence

ELABORATION:
A kernel sentence, in terms of a generative-
transformational gramhier,- is simply noun phrase +,
verb phrase. In this grammar, the verb phrase tan
include an object noun phrase or a modifier. The
most significant factor appears to be the verb. since
certain t pe's of verbs require certain kinds of
complem nts. It-is this point which offers rhajor
differenc s for establishing basic sentence' patrerns.-

STUDENT RESPONSE:
,,This, experiment should offer little difficulty to most
students. Word group no. § in MATERIAL is intended
as a nonsentence since verb6 of the "have': class or
"have" as a transitive, Verb requires an object.

.4
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t

. i y r,

,41-1owever, same s/uderIts% rna g .4rd ;his .ag an
ellipfrcal senterice_witH_Littijs/Bject deleted; '...

This should be no 'problem: Indeed, it represents an
-opportunity tp show 4he ties between oral language
'where much deletion occurs -arid writing where.

bitledeletioh appears.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION; ,
If students need additionat work, basic t ente'hces can
easily be consaucted by attending to basic verb

)
4

,

(,)

1

1
types to assure use of. intransitive verbg, transitive

verbs, "have'' verbs, and "give" verbs, e.g., ".

,, , ).
ome v rbs'requirjng an'object:,wanto sell, bUy,
Jake, s ot, . .

some rbs not requiring an object: write, leave,
'run, try : 4. .

o Making use of tbP, eperitnent format, you can make
up sentences nonsentences by controlling the -
verb and object which fellows.

_ EXPERIMENT 3 ,Simple Modifiers

PART A
4

), ^GIVEN '4

1.) ',A funny'rnan ate an apple
a) Funnyis an adjective.
A) Ate isa verb.

2) Joan wore povely cog.
a) Lovelxle an adjective'.

- bl.,..Woreis a verb. `

" tvfATERIAL;
. 1) The pretty nurse ran

2) An old buggy had squarewheellr
3) ',"A mean cannibalabbpledw the prisoner,
4) A saggy bag fifierwitHtunk.,
5) Sdme grumpy 'people ate );fie
6) The boy left towrVi..:; ,

,

.

f

-..

-. DIREcTIONSI:' ..., '- .,
,

Study the sentences in MATERIALS ,
--,

1) 15o'they all contain adjectives? '.

, --:.-" . , . -0
...

- 1. "2)- DOthey all obi-ow verbs? "- '''

A.

. . .

'.3) Underline the adjictives withone line:

4) Underline the ver.bs'itith fwcrlines:

0

/

gAPPLIGATION:
s '

1 Write three seriteocesOith adjectives.

... -

CONCLUSION: . e. :
1) .C, anou have-dsente nee without an ,adjktiie?

. .
.- ;.. -I'

.
/

,

1 .
4

. ,:. " r. *: .0.1: .... ; 3 r .-

2) Can yoll have a sentenceigio4averb? ,Can
. ,. - ,

- . - L .. PART

.
4. / '

. V
1

1,
. 'V ` tt '

:4*

. :

r

2)( Write three sentences without adjectives:
.

; -

, 3) Adjectives usually appear betWeen,words like
which of these: GIVEN

.
. arboy hit ',

, b) a
. ,of . the

r .

. 1:-;

#

e

I

;

le.

went9 bears sate green apples.
lx cats chased one rat.
he boy's coat isdirty.
he 15ug',s storinach is .small,
theAbove aa sentences.

;

E

-
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, ,. .,1

MATERIAL:
1) Three bats saw the hat. . ,-
2) . Potty ndoOles,fell into the pot. : ,

,; ... 3.,L The doll's arrris were chipped and brokeri.
. =1 The penciVstlead was hard. . '

. ,

4 ..

D,IRECTIONS: '
.

Underline the nouns in MATERIAL with one line.
. , .

1 4tONCLUSION7 , S.,
.

.,
Determiriers such at-a, the, an cOme before nouns.
What other kinds of words can come before nouns?

.. ,
1

,,

,

4

st. =

APPLICATION`'
Write sentenCesusing, at least, one of each of the

-following words fter sentence: boy's, car's ten, five.'

,0
- ,

I
.

TEACHER SUPPIEMENT,Experlmen13 t,,
. 7- - . ,

CO.NdEPT:', in, .t
,

_

.Simine.Mbdifiers in Sentences
, , . ,

ELA'BORATION AND STUDENT RESPONSE7. .

The handling of adjecti've a4d verb bra'ssificatsion,'&&:...;
well as;:other .pact of speech i this material, qs One A

VI-rough paradigm sets where sordethirigis blassified
a membOr of agr011p according Ip_a like,set of

attributes_or features they aii,hold comM9ri. theSe ,
'Attributed 'Or features are geneialjzed according to
their Syntactte Char.acier.=-,Where. do they appear in
the sentence.'?-VThat .stri.Ouial character cia they
possesse.g. take .. arr.'; ed ending? andflor
according to their serpantic character th`ey-tell
howr where or who, etc.? ' , ' ,.

- t

Hopefully, studenis will elaborate such inferences
.discussiOn of the_exberimer.ts:, ,: # t

ADDITIONA.1. APPLICATION: , %
. - . .

-... . -:
Additional experiences' in" this' area should be

rn
.'

provIded in su9h a anpe(as to allow observatleinoi '

- important characteristids Of theverb and adjective.
.. ../ . ,

_ ..., . ,

e.g;.tor the Me, ive. .bf 2'g-'s *. ,

- . ,

a) , ?rand est ibflectionts: . ., '' - . , , ..,,,,,,
b) stru turaf,position between determiner and ... .. .

nou ...,, .-

t c) semantic,role of de ..ti ./' ' °
. .... .. .. for the verb :7-- ., '

ar ed, ing, s inflections ..
b). position 'following a noun ptirase
c) immediately following a helping Word such,

. as.haye, will,- may, mph!,Is -.,
.. Y d) semantic role*ilactiontxpr ser .. , '

Q.... ' . . , . . -
o tq

. 4. ..1

c.".6 .EXPERIMENT 4 DIfferimtlandi of NamlniWOrcts
".^,v

, " 'DIRECTIONS:. ' %.r.` ,1.4,PART. A 'DIRECTIONS :.
. .

Sludy Ihe"groupS of words in MNTERIAL. s ,. .

. f
GIVEN:

1

15' "Three mush is good fo'eal", is not a sente
-' "AdogS often run" is not a sentence.

3) "Mary, courage is nice" is nota.sentence.
-4) "'some mush is good to east" is a sente)iCe.

5) "The °dogs often run" is a sentence.,
-: ,6) "Coura e is nice" is &sentence. .

a -..

MATERIALi ,
-' 1) .4wheat is in thefield

2. 2) A blootid fell owthe floor
3) ,'The blood fell on the'floer
4) Wheat is in thefield
5) Some wheat is in the field

- , '4 - Label thdse which are se-n?6nces with an .'S'':.,
.., J. -. .... , * * 4.

.rice.
2) Change the nonsentenpes',to.: they 'bedome .-;,,'

. e . ,esentences.''
.1

. : .
.

Is., ' ,'.' k II ,,e ..0 , t I' . . , I. f.. 's,
, ° `. . , ..,,.; :

... ' 5

;1 . 6) The wheat is in the field . . ., ;:,.;:,, .,
t

I

`S

, .

,

.
i..,

CONCLUSION; ..,
,

. ., .
1.) A will not o in

1 .1
front of wdr-Os like ,

-6 . .

P-13-
r

e

"



a.

ti

a,

'

/
,

2) Does,a word .like the or soma often come in front
of a wprOliice 'blood'?

Y4

3) ' Does any Word at all have Ito come in front of al,
word like 'blood"

AP P L !CATION:
Write senterfces using lbze following words,. love,
courage, paint, milk, grass, and sbi.

.. .

44

f.

CONCLUSION
How are Words .such 4s1 Pete, Mew' and. Joedike
somebody, nobody apd anybOdy? .(ClUe: Look at

r the deteroiner in a nohsenteree.)

NLL

A

or,

' p

,

=

t e

f.

. : .

. APPLICATION": ,

1 Write differerit sentences using: Jane, Harry pobody,
anybody,,,h64 she, and /.2

..
<

. .
t,

.
'

t"

PART B

" ..GIVEN:
I.

1) ''.M4ry puncheciaidy"A §entence..
:4 2) -"Pour Macy punched Judy" is pot. sentence,

z " 3f., "SomeboOy 'stole rriy 'pink pirate pistol' a
,

sentence. -
4) The somebody stole my 'Ra pirate pistol" is

not'a,sentence% ,
5)' `jriv6tOys sat ctrfsa'rats" is a sen terice
6), ',Five bloods Werd(hdtel is. not'a sentence.

t , MATERIAL:
,

4
.

-
1) Pegg:poked the plumbers
23 ',Pie Pete ate a pizza .4

....i..,,..:' -3) . Orezourage Were shoyin,
.4):, 1$09ybodyatea horsts . , -%

3 5) Tqtqoittebodys ate green-plums.
6) ' Nobody at pear's. 1 , .

, DIRECTIONS: .c . . .

. Study theb9ve in.MATERIAL tt(en do ttieloll6wing:
.

o' 1) li6e1 the sentdric'ds with an 'S'.
.- ,

7 ,
so'

. .
,.

2) flewrite nonsentences
.

they 'ftcome ..

.. ; ; .. . .-..
, sentences: , 9-

... 0, : ..,. .. . I, ,-
- , ,c_,, - 4 ,r i.. :" . -

''' ,t ',' 4, . . ..' - f

I.

1
--ttip

1.

f

/ .
,..

. NEW, CONCLUSION: -,- - '

, How are'iheworclOubh-as-.-e like words. .,
., s-

such as Pete-alfd anybody?
. -.J ,

.. \ , .

-

.*St
t.

.

6.

.4.

,

st
.

c

.

. e

X'

, -

k
no.

N
I -t . . ;

..
,
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PART C

GIVEN:
1) "The old dog ate the apple" is a sentence.

.2) ''The old shortie ate a dallyflarn': asentence.
3) "A little bear could not find' his way home" is a.

sentence.
Te- ,

M' TERIAL:
1 The dog's apple was rotten
2) The snorfle's dallyflarnwas Cotten
3)`: The apple's worm
4) The . ,

5) Thesipple's worm's StorYiach Wag:itching
6) DallYfieni the rotten was snorfle' '

. .

DIRECTIONS: ;

Study itbgroups of words in M\ATERI-L.
1) Whidh go. Sentences? Label with

2) Cari the nonsenterices be made into fiesniences?
'If so, make them sentences.

-

4, r

ELABOIWION:
The in'terrial structure. of the noun phrase.-is quite.
sophisticated. Certaq'words appear only in ci)ndert

'with certain others, some words mu§t, appear in-
particular slots, etc.

- .
One significant, characteristic is the division of
common noun 4V count and/and inass nouns, the
former simply nouns you cad count, e.g one boy, two
rocks, etc.: the mass noun (noncount noun) can't be
counted, e.g. oq wheat? or two bloods?.

.
Count nouns' will follow all .determiners but mass
nouns will not follow determner's a and an.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION AND STUDENT\
RESPONSE: .

In construding-addfironarexercises, be 4Ware of.,two
possible trouble spots:., .

' Words such as 'low' are actually, capable of
functioning in either count or mass capacity, e.g.

-
a) Love is great.
b) He has-three loVes.

.

Love is technically a homonym. There is a love.,'
which is mass and :love,' which is count.

,

2) A second matter has to do wittra group or count
, nouns which are best viewed as instantiations of
mass nouns, e.g. A

,.

crowd, throng,: horde, group, pile, 'floCk. tribe,
family, set, etc:

, e .t .
1 .

4 They imply ynit of mass but are Used.as 'singular
-, . -,- . Aekernplifications of the mar meaning.r, at-

. - ',op : 4. ,

. '' When ConStructing additional, exercises,. care-. .. ...
t shoult be exhibited in handling nouns of thi type

since the degre6 of abstraction involved may, be,v .
,,too complex fortomestudents.

'

. t. . , ' -.. : 1
' 3) Undeiline the n'oubs in all of the sentences with PART B

'.1$
. one line

4) "Underline the determinersviith two ljne.S.

',CONCLVSION:, . ' -
. 1) .Can nonsense Ards be used in sentences?-

ositions in order to2) , Must wtixis be. in c tain
have.a sentence?

. .
, '... ''' :.

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT

PART A

CONCEPT:
Count Nou'n and Mass Noun..

r/ .

rimed 4
rl

.

CONCERT: .

Deeeiminer-Noun Relationships

. ELABORATION:
Noi formal determiner construction 'appears fore
Ind finite pronouns (komebody, 'anybody, n body,
so eone, etc.) and personal pronoun./' Sbme
g arnmariins contend that the determiner is,buiit

eindefinite: prdnouri. Some also say that a
eterminer slot Cis found in all common *noun
onsfructions butare noralwayS filled. cttis used to

symboliie this slot.'

The proper noun is not in the clan of common nouns.
It requires nd determiner.

t
-15-..,

. .
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PART C

CONCERT:
Word Order as Structural Factor'in,Language System

. .n.
ELABORATION.

This is an exercise with specific attention to total
..

structure:-Stu
relationship as a s

In addition,' the
inforthally here to

is need to see subject-predicate
ctural one.

role o
be pursue

ossessive is introduced
more depth later,,

EXPERIMENT S More on Two Parts In Sentences

PART A

GIVEN.
1) ?Joe laughed" is a sentence.

.Joe the subject: laughed isthe predicate.

2) "Pat sat" is a sentence.
Pat is the subject; sat is the predicate.

3) "Thelat rat munched a thin pin" is a sentence.,
Thelatrat is the subject; munched a tilnipin is.
the predicate -

MATERIAL. .
1) Zeke fell ,

2) Mary cried.
3) A purpClurtle sat a log.

'1-4) A cuiple turtle sat on a log troth Jake the snake. '"
. .

DIRECTIONS.
Divide-the' sentences in MATERIAL into two parts
each: Underline the subjeCt- with one line, tfie
predicate with two lines. .

,,,

CONCLUSION:% s
4) What kindS.of wordy arpin the iubject

With what kiri4d of word does the" predicate
begin?

..

;1 APPLIATIOA: \ ).- '4
fr'tMake up :three se tqnces. Write them down.

Uriderline the subject f each senfencewith one line, .

i the predicate with two nes. ., ,

. 1

',, $

rr,

11`' ,

PART B
S. ,

'GIVqN:
1) "The green g oat with the red' coat jumped down"

is d sentence.
The green goat with the red goat is the
subject; Jumped doivn is the predicate.

2) "The little girl gaye Myrtle the turtle a tern le
scare" is a sentence.
The little girl is the sUbject; gave Myrtle the \
turtlea terrible scare is the jYredicete.

A

MATERIAL: r
1,) The fat ratate the'skinny bat.
2). The little boy with the huge toy.is my friend.
3) My friend gave his dog a large bone that was old.

o

DIRECTIONS: "
Study the sentences in MATERIAL. 'Underline the
subject of each sentenceswith one line; the predicate
with two lines.'

CONCLUSION:
Are the two parts of a sentence always the same

.1 0 length9'
-1"

(



APPLICATION -2) List the first word of each predicate.
Make up three sentences Write the sentences and
underline the two parts. subject one line, predicate
two lines.

PART C

CONCLUSION:
As the verb alivays the first word in the predicate of
each sentence?

APPLICATION:
Make up three sentences. Write the sentences and
underline the two parts; subject one line, predicate
two lines.

-

GIVEN: )
- ! 'TEACHER SUPPLEMENTExperiment 5

1) The young boy waschasing the cat.
The young boy is the subject, Was chasing the ; CONCEPT: s

cat is the predicate. Two-Part Nature of the Serikence .--7 Subject-
2) The boy-might not be leaving town. I Predicate Relationship

The boy is the .subject; might not be leaving
town is the predicate. . I ELABORATION: ,N

3) The 'little girl witn pigtails will be my.friend.
1

Thesubject-predicate relationship is one of the most
The little girl with pigtails is the subject; will

I

'conspicuous and basic of language concepts.,
. be my friend is the predicate. Represented here as Subject (noun . phrase) and1 Predicate (verb. phrase) , this experiment

concentrates on two specific points:
MATERIAL:

11) A sweet kitten wad eating my mitten.
) Twcrpups will be drinking from cups.

3) The oid dinosaur could not find hiS glasses.
4) My pal might not like this idea.

DIRECTIONS:
1) Divide each of the sentences in MATERIAL into

two parts.

I

-17-

1)

2)

Actual word length of either of the iwo sentence
parts is not an important factor.

Have (have, has, had) , To Be (am, are, is, was,
were) , or modal (call, could, may, might, will,
would, must)., as well as a basic ierb,.introduce
the predicate.

ADDITIONALAPPLICATION: ,
If you wish to construct additional sentences for,
practice, try to include the following in yoilr
sentences:
1') Short and long sentences

2) Short noun phrase 4- long verb phrase

3) ',Long noun phrase + short verb phrase

4) Noun phrase \I- modal + verb phrase

5) Noun phrase + \.t;z be + verb phrase f

6) Noun phrase + have + verb phrase\

a



4,

1.1

. . . , . Ip

EXPER1MENT...6 HelpIngaWords in a n ence
.

VRT A
I\

GIVEN
1) ,"The rat will eat': gentence.

a) Rat is like boy .% "
b) EatIs like drink.

\

2) "Kitteng chew stfing." is a sentence.
,

a) 4.0ensis a noun.
- b) Chewis a verb.,

MATERIAL. ,

,,1) _A goaj might go,
2) A flea could bite.
3) Some rainpust fall.
4) The sun wit), shine.

APPLICATION: 4,
Make up three sentences. Write them Clow .

Underline words ,Hke'vid, might, could, would. Now
drop all words you cart and still have sentences: Did
you drop any of the underlinedwords?

-

.

,
. :, NEW CONCLUSION: , . ., 1

DIRECTIONS' .
8 Are words like will important to a sentence Why ors,,' , 1; Try to take words out q the 'sentences in ' rwhy not?

I
MATERIAL and still have,seritencet. Can you?

%'s : ,
. .

:--

2) Man is a word like goat in sentence no. 1. What
are words like man in sentences 2, 3 and 4?

'
PART B

3) Fight Is a worchlike go in senIence no. 1. What are
Words like figlitin sentences 2, 3 and 4? , GIVEN:

: le .
, "The purple frill can leaVe the room."-,

-; : frip is like man; can's like could ....
. s.

4) May is.a word like'might in sentence no. 1. What . , w . ,
. ' ..

. are words like mayin sentences 2, 3 and 4? MATERIAL: ,

1) Myrtle the turtle might stay for lunch
0

2) Myrtle the turtle was stay for lunch
,

, . .

5) , Which of the following is a word similar to will: a. '. 3) Myrtle the turtle can might for lunch
, of. b) the, c) might, d) go - .

. ;,04 "y,,,. :

.
: . . the above in . MATERIAL are

DIR1E)CTINIOhiNohS:-

6) It you have a word like a, then ydiJ will have a .

word inimediately following like: a) some, b) sat, sentences? .
, e

c) bby .
2) Underline words'like will. ..

7) If you have a word like will, then you'll have '
word immediately following like: a) the, b) of, c) g) Name all the words'you know like will.

N
. .

,go, d) man ,

, ,

CONCLU§ION': 1

How ate wordsssuch as: may,l/ill, might and could
like a, the and some? (Clue: What kind of word. -
cprnes after'each?)

, -
,

elf

4) Name the words like fnan in the sentences.

.



-CONCLUSION:
Can words iike will appear right next to with in a
sentence"'

APPLICATION:
Makeup three sentences u
each. i

ing words like, OA in

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT- Experiment

PARTS A &

CONCEPT:
Helping Words Their Role ih the Verb Phrase

Y.

,ELABORATION:
Many. grammarians Vsert.that the tucture of the
verb phrase is the most systematic and sophisticated
of the various suti.-syste of thegnglish language.

A number, of elerhents ay appear within the verb
phrase StructutX but slot in,wliicn, they may. fit are ;
tightly fixed. e.g.

dense + rhadar+ have + en + be + ing + verbs
V e V'

+ have at- been .1-- chasing
4 is the order of possible support elements. If a modal

appears. it Must be,first and will carry.tense. Only one.
rhbdal may appear, p'o,. it is .said to be a mutually
exclusive element. In active, v2jc, sentences, 4he
app.e6rande of a to be fornIrequires an ing inflection,
on the rollowing verb. ,

7'. ' e

In this ,experiment, special attention is given to the., .,'
Makeup ,clf the modal and .its relationship:1p 'otnar

i verb phrase elements. .. ,

I - .

. ADDITIONAL APPLICATION: ....
. .

Provide additional praotice by-making up sentences'
containing all of the modals with attention to their
position within the verb phrase structure.

. , '.

XPERIMENT 7 Kinds of:yerbs and What They Do

F4RT A

GIVEN:
1) A big'dog chases cats.
2) We shall find the treasOre..

cats and treasure are nouns
toy, cat,ttc.)

(words like man,

3 Rewrife eadh of the senfences by leaving put all
Words afters the verb. How many are still

,sentences?

a

MATERIAL:
1) Agraen furple fights erarns.
2) I shall find the food.
3) I threw the rock.
4) We elected 'doe president.
5) The boat hai an 'anchor.

DIRECTIONS:
1), List' the nounS,'in the predicate of each of the

sentences in MATERIAL:

N./

..
2) List the verbs in each of the sentences.

,*

r a'.

C,

,

CONCLUSION;
Do words like find, elect arid ,haveneedworcts' after
them in order.for them to make a sentence? -

-19-
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APf'LICATION:
Makeupthrld sentences that-have words after the,,
verb.'

( ,
.4

,
14 I

T I

,4
.

11

4k

ti

1

. , 1
...

1 ..
. . o ..

PART B ti . . ....

. j -i 1 I )-
i. 'GIVEN. ' A. .!

1) 'Thd ba95 seem furiny..' -. :' ..,.i',

° 214

-r-

,

FART C

1) The frog is pretty.
`2) The frog's an animal.)

. 3) Jhe'dressil?ecarne pretty.
4) Thearess became arag.

, Prettyis an adjective; ragand 'animalare nouns.
o

ea

1

The, red rattleisnoisy. ',:.. :4,4* .t, . ."MA ERli : ',3) Theqed rattle was a toy.i- ,
.t,,, i -7 i The fle is old%

ii, 2' The a is a 14ug, ' 4 y Jenny rs, a jerk ",
.. ,

"6) .., Joe becirt Hie Caplan'. fi, , !.. '4 s3,,,
T I The flea i inttre corner.,,,- ,,,

. , t . ' ': '41' . e boy b ame the captainf
MATERIAL

1) The girls seem
he,baystecgme,

. 3) e is a frient1 ;

4) The fig4ter beat the.thamiiion .

DIRECTION& ,

1) WIiictr of 'Hie above 'in Q "'AT.ERIAL

, . 5) ,Thelpoy bec
P: 6) The Li.06ecam 'n-the corner

e tired

=.

DIRECT-IS:MS:

. ; 1.) Which of ..ttlisA. a o in MATERIAL: are
nqnsentences? ,

, ,

Y. /

sentences?
\,

-..
e .

2), Add scimething to- the nonsentences'cSCAley
becCme sentences. . .... .-4 i.. .

^' .
... '

Y 7,

,

"

,

CONCLUSION: , , ,

What are some wArds which need Others, alter
to make sentences?

.44 Change Ana nonsentences so- they beeome
senfencos7 . -

.
P.

"f
°

. i

1

4 1.. Z

.
3) Willa noun gime after 4ecOme7

(
, k : * . , \

.
,

. .

APR.:IC/+110N: - I '

,,

-
..t.

.
, .

,

CONGty§10N1,t ., , . ,..

,b

Make ;up thfee sentences without
,
.wordS aftr 'th4 . What Will come after ,is,that will nr come after

G,'verb, , trecofne? , 1
. i

-
,..... . .. , .

". t

'

4) Will an adjective corne after t3ecrime?

t

ti

rt
Jet

%/
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PART 13

QIVEl\f:
.1) ,in the corner

`here
Somewhere.
up the Stairs

2) quickly
slowly.
in a hurry

;I% with much speed

41

All tell wher,e

Alll tell how

MATERIAL: .

1) The bug is in the barn
' 2),IThbee want'up the stairs

3) , The be is a bug
4) The spider became a monster
5) The spider became ill \ .
6) The spider became quiCkly

. 7) The spider became up the stairs

e.. 2 .
a. ".

, . i
..

.4 .." b . I -
:,, .,

`ELA6ORATION. \ ` . ; -; - r" .
There are opetating*thin'theilari9ttage a ri` iier of', ,, . .

, ,,kernel., sentence (nOtin p'hreetii: verb'hisificas'e),
:, Patterns., There appear to beat .last firs panel?) :

-34t(' (ome.grarrimatians prefer reore; it is sirniily a rn.qr,
of hstiv specifically"One wishes to,,gliVivide apror- ,
Aha oneconsidert to,bq alrartsfcirg) t - Y. ', ,

- ' - -,, -N .-
. ,, - -..In this material, .,.We shall refer 16.4,tho Ibapie .:. ,., '

cheracteristicg Cif All. For practical p 0"kesi fitie.arie'
outlined beldw: ti

5.
.

-
1 2:. q 4i.-.. ''.- .--' .,. )4

, 1) Nounphrase 4-_ intransitive veb...,: . 1 ,,?: ' i ..." ...
.

.1.
'..%1 12) No1)41Kase -F transitive"v eiV4s.co'uriphrase:',. "'

i,\ , /-41 . , . , A ,,..... I?:

. 3) Nouq, ph(age + bOorile"-..4-' rtoiln -.Wires*, or, f',,,.. ,... adkectir',41 -' ." ',, J. -, ''-4 ': .7. '' 'Y ''`''' -' '-''., ,--2-1,:- ,',.'' ', '- ,'. ,',1 ,t'l.' V...,.;

4) NOap phia'se + 'seen).;,f, aeli4ctiv,q '..,.- -; ' 4:. , .

ti

DIRECTIONS: .
,
. .

1') Which:of the aboVe in MATERIAL are sentences'
and whictrare not sentences?. . ,..

1 ,., S._,.,
:.

' 2) -Rewrite the nonSentences so 'thei, become
seatentes. , . , _ - . ,

.
,

, ...

/ .1 I
I 4o , k ,.

1 3-...I:
'I. .

...,'' . 4,

,

.,5) 'Noun phrse +1 to beftribuilphisaseof,afijectrve
° , or edverb ofplacd: z-, .

"
Notid..that the ---,15.§.ft sdIffereriR his n what. the
possible strue4t.yes.dre wt110..a,n follow pie verb,'°

°This in )1urn'is 4eteimined by. the nture trhe.verb
ftelf-ForinstsInce`, the pCalleg linising,verbs" are ;-
subdivided in patterns '3-5 because 6,fIhe diffefent 1.-,
complements possiblefor 'each:A rwunrahrease or an . z

adjective cari foltouica verb like -l. came, ec.

.. -. .,
e

,4;

.

.. 1 i V .'5 ., .. .4. 5 . , .

He' b.ecame the leader. ' 4 '',"
-; - , .. . ' * ort 1, -- *

- .. .He became RI. .
ID ;:b :, .... : .

.**5*It 1 ' ; '
.. aQ .

rr, 5 , , .

,.. 1 ' '''' a

1
. ' :tg * .; ,, IS 1,5%*1.a,

t , 1 i ,:..,,

tl, - .H,owever, you cannot Or-, , I- , . ,,,, i ' ; - .4 ' s. ,., r , c

,' A l' 4
4 . it II k/ ( . -f\low he beo in the corner. ' '. - .*, .. t'll

. . . ,, ..,
.. - ..... ' 1.. . 6, ,``wet. sr,, ,

0 . - ' " ' PA2., .. ... . .3
'`. ' . 1.1. 1 .

NOlice-th,e' to tito:ssib)iiifes: : , 0 j: ;... 7...a I.*

,

a ar.

,

, 34:

%, ' ' He is the leader.,
.I.'.

y

; -,, it !, . - , -' ,Helis.ilf., , . .
.t .' - .',1-fe tis in-the dorner. ,

0 ^r . s

CONCLUSION: 1
Will words that tell where come after become?

a,

C.
,;.' a

, .

s- $ADDITIONAL APPEiCATitm: , .
.

1
1) Toteverts (am, areis, yips, were)

.

, .
tEAcHE StePi.EMOTi-Expirimpni 7. .

v ; ° . i.
CONCEPT: '7/ .,.

Transitive brig In tansitiVe Verbs -
, P rl

I'.

tir
2"

f . _ 5

2) -Tranitive.%iszbsiktake an abject) '-', 1.:',',
. . ,,-

':3), 'Intransitive verb's (do not take an objedt)
. - :',,. ,

.4) -'6eerfiNerps (look, taste).
.; - "-. ,

'.
. Os

5

41r

-21-
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., .1 .. . 1

f..
. ,.'

.."1". : %.1. ! '''' ObtiCCUSION:, ,

4.i ' .° . .. li y CaR wr d Old& of sentences be crVanged'; '

t12 " 'I' ' :-:11 4
"-,- 2) 'Can word order' be changed am/ way .you wanta, .- '' '114 too .

A ., 1
: .3. . .,44 IN

'' -:.*4.,,s,cVor ..'

...1.,: It ,v ,,,, 1/` ., .:- ..,1

rf:55t .'' .."-11.4;1";-..". s ' ;".' 1. I , ,,,,,..
, ....1,1, 4 ... ' ' , A t ,, \,
v..t; i i.,0'. -3.! : sterclity ,s ;" r , quid*

:. 4:-. , ..,
I v ,4.y ni c. SA ..0,' .... ,, - .4. ..": ',with hasteSW

. .
'"';.,f t--114yeAr .. 1 , slowlY

: .;; ..1,,,4-1 P -*, % -.
...s. .41., ..1-4,,e ,

7.ior.-sr. 4-5). -Irca4rraWer;,,.. 6) .found
i - ',$!: , . 5t.k -nere:i , - hitza \ ,x , ,,_

tiii:,,;4-:.".',,;ona'redf 477. lifted
,,-!. - ..-- '''tysihigriSck . left

;,,,,,,9,;141, ".* , a .,*
,

.-: h. 771 stet ".".5. , , 8) >became
, , -. kos.e.,;; . ,

11,.. ;44 1-4 sat ;'
:-/., iseVr'' Wailed ',

.... tk. r -.
..4..........; ., .

7,1R:. .49'.1.4 lt"'', '
f... .. 5. P' ..,,,,then

1,,`,1%; ': .bini, '`a.
4,.,,

- ,..0- , 'II" 7"
rtp.re # Ai. -14. 1 + 2 4-5 , -,,.- vii , Ns;`f i

',4i6,41: ; 3)' 4 + 1 + 5 + `6 4: 9 ' r N-4

p, : ; , '2) t +it+e + ,
.

',. ,.' 4). t + 6 + 1f+ 3 +15' .:. ,a,, t ....

.'" ' , i5-) :- 1-3.,6 + 1 :II 4 + 5 + 3 -*

.

a.y

* .
4 1, are-- -

APPLICATION: '
A° were - f

-ct ..
I . Make up' three separate er-Itrice$ Using com-

birialions (t. words chosen from the lists in
'MATERIAL.

reMained.

.
I

0

o.

SO.

. OINECTIGNS:-
'

/.14e s.

- ',0 IC,fka sentenceg'of th& above number Iocmulas in..
1`,,.,3,X; MATERIAL, by replacing the numbers with words
":'1-!, :` - Choienfrom tn.° lisrof yords under the numbers. , '

EXAMPLES .
,

,v,,:- Y

I14 ' i . n' , 0 t r,N1

,, . ,; 7 c , .,, .1 + 5 + 6 4- 9 / ''
1 1 p' it. t "k:\,i, .,

: t, . - -
8., ' 4 Tne boy + by the rock + left + A.

ti

`.SARTB

NVEN:
'1 1) todaY

yesterday \P.
in &Week

2) in the tiouSe
here.
there ,

3),) slow
in a hUrryi

/ hurriedly
.

.

. ", - ,,
I

5c -- ,
s

"k,

;

.

. t -22-

MATERIAL:
The bay
A mouse ,
SOme rOos
Pee
Anyone

'101 when

tell Mitre'.

} 'tell how

-5,

V" 0

v.

;,

2) was
is
are
were

fr

a%

ti

.

*.



4

4,

t.

e

6'3) yesterd
now .
in a year

.
5-) in a draWer

here
on a roof
with the rock'

7) , slept
arose

:sat'
Waited

9) it
then ,

o.
HIM

9

1) 1 + 7 + 4 + 5 +
2) '1 + 6 + 1 + 4 +

.3) 1, + 8 + 5 +
ar 1 + -1/4 + 5 + 3

DFRECTIONS
Rewrite the above number formulas in MATERIAL as
sentences.

'4) quickly
with haste
slowly

'6) found
hit
lifted

-left
.

8). beciame
remained

: 1

'

.

o 2
le 9

4

TEACHER SUPPLEMENTExparlment 8

, CONCEPT:

rfr

4

CONCLUSION: ,

1) Do words. which' tell when often come before
words which tell howl.

2) If you choo5e a verb from column 2, and want to
use words from colts 3 anti 5, which will come
first, no. 3 or no. 6,v4 rds?

° -
.. . _ . ...,

foPPLICATION:. ' ,
,

J '-'Make up 'three senterkes.: Try 'to include when,
.

where, and how words inevery Sentence. ,\ .

I 0
0,

,Word Modifier Structure'-- Possibilities Within the
. Seritende '

ELABORATION:,
There are three sets of adverbials era/ing in our:
language,:

1) Adkierbials q
;tbd,ay '
in the morning

,,next week
etc.; .

2) Mverbials of Place:.
in the barn

' 'here
, there

etc.;

dverbials fbf Manner: .

quickly
slowly
in a rush
etc. .

ime:

' a.

o
:

...

. Observe 'Oral. mqst prepositional. phrases, 'are
' adverbials (a few fall into other 'roles) . Notice too,,-

that the adverbial can' be one wOrd.:
,

. , . , . .t

Withjn language structure these adyerbials function
.

`.
, .

, in tightly fixed ways. For instirce;idverbials of lace
immediatthlyfolldw o pe veF b'Adver bia Is ckfm nner
will come after intr s tive ver01., transitiveverb , and
become' verbs; t no affe'y ,seem yerbS pr o be

-verbs. In senten es MI re .ally thqe appea, the' .?
nOrm'al order is verbial flniannet + adv ial of
place 4- adverbi of time.

ADIDITIONAL APP ICATIO I
1

1 1 .

In providing a clitional practic9, j1 usa / the lumn .
formatunderM TERIAL. Notice especially that here -
are four colum of verb types. Be sure' to inclu e all
types g Nen' her

,
, ,

Notice that's° e adverbials which 6re, adverbials,of
, .

manner look, ait firstglance, rb be adverbials of time,
e.g. in a hurryiNormally, However, this should not be.

%
. 'a problam. I d .

.

1.

. rr

4.

,

. :



9. .Z.N':;-
.

EXPERIMENT 9.--More tot,

GIVEN. . . ' ,i4-,...
1) The old car
2), The runningeqAt
3) The,modelc6r. Ni \-i.
4) The red car -:. *, '

The italicized wor.c(s,arkde'Scribtrrg Wards,,,'

MATERIAL:
.1) running

whistling
splashing
smiling

3) red is,
orange
blue
white

5) car
train
dog
frog

.

4)

big
little
small
pretty

toy
model
village
town

.
1) The + 2 + 4 + 5
2) ,The 3 +" 5 . ,

3) The + 3 + 4 + 1 + 5
4) The + 1 + 2 + 4 + 5
5) T.he + 1 + 2 + 4 + 5

DIRECTIONS:
1) Rewrite the number groups in MATERIAL as

combinations of words using words given in the.
columns. (Look-at Experiment 8 for example.)

r.

9eii.. ,..
. '. .

.4., i, ' 0.1,.:?1 0, el:. ii!, e .

,' e.;,-;.:.:te.!' -j..,i,
.'-:, !: '...'0. ,.,. . .: .

:".3) Can ybp change the otheMars500.*)tbeyvvill.fit %.

. .the blank"? - Sr; -,.:.". 1*.i:::,.0 1 '.

:::" 4" 47'. .CONCLUSION
Do certain kinds of describing words come before

"first?
, other kinds in a sentence? Which kinds seem. t6 cbtne

i A;* . ..
.

% 1r . .: 0 :

APPLICATION:
-; 7 : Make up three different sentences [zing words in the

listsin10IATERIAL.

hich of the word g
e following:

I

.,

TEACHER S/PPLEMENtExp4iient 9

CONCEPT:
Modifier -Noun Relationship Within the-Awn Phrase

' ,,Structure

LLA6ORAYION:
The expansion of a noun phrase through Modifiers is
performed in an orderly- manner: Certain types of
elerdents appear before or after certain other types.
The structure is.relatively complex and degrees of
grammaticality can be discerned, e.g.

. ;11' the ithistling toy train -

14̀
 2) the toy whistling train

STUDENT flESPONSE::
.How many specific observations students Will be able
to make after perfqrming t e required manipulations
will obviously depend ,upon bility and maturity.
Hopefully, they will at least note the begin
position of the deteroineri an the position o
noun adjunct (group'4) irrymed ately before th
headword (group ) 1

k

In additidn: they m t observe that group 3 words
normally follow group words.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
, Using the MATERIAL grou s as models, list other

ups will fit in a blank like words similar in structural r akeup and let students
qwes very nice"? 2 7 use them in forming new sep., ences..

N

.'
-24 -.



F 1)(PERIMENT 10 Some Yerbs

., PART A ,

GIVEN:
1) drive- drove = driVen
2) speak - spoke - spoken
3) ring-rang- rung

' 4) walk -.walked - walked
.

.

MATERIAL:
. 1) a) Today I

b) Yesterday I

4 1,,

c) Many times I have

2) a) 'jump
b) tell - told-

,c) swim - - swum+
d) write - Wrote -

' e) set - set
f) forger-forgot-

DIRECTIONS:
Fill in the' blanks in no., 1, of fOATERIAL
appropriate words. Fill in the blanks in (id 2 of
MATERIAL with the correct missing word.

jumped'

CONCLUSION:
Hcw do verbs charige? .

APPLICATION:
ake up three sentences
b ve verbs.

. , .

°

r

t

sing some form o the

'

IF I

0

41

PARi.

GIVEN:
1) have - has - fled
2) could - can.-
3)' may - might

. 4) 'shall - should ,
5) will - woad
6). must

MATERIAL:
.1), The man

,2) The man
p) The man

7) am
8) are
9) is

. 10 .was
.11): were

driving his car.
(riven his car.

drive his cat .

. , .*DR CTIONS,:- , ,-. .
- ' rite tpe above in MATERIAL as sentences, by

hoosing a word- or words from the GIVEN and
placing it in the appropriatblank.

r
CONCLUSION: ,

1) How do the Wordsin GIVEN work in sentences?

it

../

4Z

.

2) What do they signal the appearance of? .

4

1

)

4.

k

APPLICATION/ a

Make up Three Lentences usijg words like those in
, 'GIVEN.

28
-25-



TEACHER SUPPLEMENTExperlmenri0 -

CONCEPT:
Verb Forms :

ELApORATIoN: ' '. , .
This Is an rmportant,concept to develop. Verb form,
changes are pertiap the most complex and difficult
part of our language. Note that the ':helping verb's" /

. p areclassified into three groups: . . 't -.
. .

1)" Modals - can -' Could( will : would, shar§hould,
may - might, must) . .,

P ,

, .

2) To be- am, are, is, was, tVere
(.1

;;,

.

,

3), Have- have, has, had

To be forms are also corisidered separately, because
of their, distinctive and unique forms and their
semantic 'characteristics (note Supplement to
E)cperiment 7)

.4;
I Have functions as a modal does, but it will also
r function as a baseverb; eg,.He has measles.

ti

.

AE)DITIONAL APPLICATION:.
In building practibe exercises, inclifde all three types
of helpers. (modal, to be, haVe) .

,

EXPERIMENT 11Mote on Verbs

PART A

GIVEN.

. t °= Rewrite as ,

Put out the dog.5.Put the dog out.

MATERIAL'
. 1) Look upthe-Word.

2) 'Joe will get rhthe paper.5.
3) `Tht cat' ran upthe tree.c*.

. ,
4) He jumped'Inthe tub.c>

'0

I.

. ,

DIRECTIONS:
;'

. ,' .
In, each-of theabove sentences in MATERIAL, move

... St the italicized word to the 'end. How many are stilt
, . senterlge? . " ,' ,. -

... ,

;or 'out corner light after theverb,"-
ee do?

CONCLUSION:
If a word like in, 0
what cari you so

.

APPLICATION:
Make .up three sent
afterthe verb. Then
in, our or uA to
sentences?

nces using in, out or up right f.
writethe Sentences byinoving

he end. How many are still

el

PART

OVEN:
1) Sueexpects to leave..
21. Harry will try to stay.

,

MATERIAL:.
1) Do ;tau expect Jo
2) I shall try

\3) Will you persuade Jill

DIRECTIONS:

O

. .e-*

rill in the above blanks.in MATERIAL so'you will, have
. ;a sentence for each. ,

CONCLUSFON: -

It yr&I usea verb like try or expectin a sentence, what
, or or Words%%111 often appear after it?

,
,

e
.
/

". .
: i ,

)).PPIpNTION., ,
Mike up Three sentences using try or, expect as

.-
yews., ; /I, , :-

I

1.

p.



tt

-%

PART C

GIVEN: - k mt,

1) The pink gnat enjoys skating.
2.). A purple fu'rple often likes skiing..
3)' I'll avoid painting ale house.

MATERIAL: i a-

' 1)" bayou enjoy
2). Ilike '

, 3) Will you avoid
, ., . c.i-

..1,114)413
1

DIRPTIONS:
, 'Fill iri the blanks in MATERIAL so you have CornPlete
sentences. . . . %, - .,

-s
CONCLUSION: 0

1) Do you have words , in, the Ojanks With ine'
RESPONSE:endings?

Probably" very little additional work need be done
I

2) ,What often 'comes after verbs like enjoy and , here. Remember, if desired, to lest possible exercise
!avoid? .. sentences t* see whether they contain a ,par,ticle Of

hot, - . r

9

r

graTmais which considered 'them. as either
prepositions of adverbs.

.
As particles they possess flObility and' can be

"moved -to the ihe end of the sentence. Thus it s a
relatively simple matter to test whether a given word

- is a 'p rticle or not. Simply try moving the 'word to the
end o the sentence. If the result is a grammatical
senteri e,,the word is a particle.

.
I) Helarnip a grocery bill c* He ran a 'grocery bill

up.
2) The cat ran up the tree. r* will notchange too ,

The Cat ran the tree up. ''
ADDITIONAL APPLICATION AND STUDENT

.

APPLICATION: ,' , .

14k e up three sentences using ehjOyarici QVOla
r. ;

'PARTS g & p.

. . ELABORATION AND ST'UDE1NT RESPONSE:
As was noted. earlier, the nature of the verb bars
sharply on the kinds of expressions or constructions'
which can follow 'nine same sentence. In the case of
verbs Ilk& expect, try and persuade, the resOlting
complement is often to + verb, e.g. .

.

is

TEACHER, SUPPLEMENT --Ex rl
*

PART A'

G

CONCEPT:
The Particle Transformation/... ,

S.

. LABORATION:, ,
,

f -A limited number pf worEis.sucfr as n: up, apd .our,
when appearkrig- imrne,dlatelyjater- a verb,- are
appropriately-constdezed A
the ver. This represents a

".;

particles and as a part of
epirttke frOrn traditiOrfal

- " '
, -

t expect:Joe to go. ,

We persuaded- Mary to play .

We tried to win, , .
&

I

While With xerbS'Such.a,s enjoy arid a lioid,,the result is -
often ver "mg, e.g. -, -t 4 I7, i . . ' ... 4 / ° 's

I enjoy. ing. .k
, ..:...r\,,

' They avcilde,d failing. t . .
.

.,' I like swtmcrtiog.
s ,

- It iS easy note, however', that many 'other ,..
/

that
. . -

'''Y' complpmerit,types can easily occur' instead, e.g.'
.

-1 enjoy'food.
4 I like to eat. .

We freed the steak, ,
, et, t

;,,-
Ask Students themselves to recbittsamplespf talk of.
their parents, friends, etc. and &fart the complement, . ..patterns. ..,- -

. , ,...,..`. . - .lo
Note CarefUlly that this,. experimenf does not strive for,' -,.
a right or wrotIg4insr., l'. ' `4 i.. *" . - .' '

,.., I , ..>,

'

7

e 1

I
.

I

-27-
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.

C \
EXPERIMENT 11=--Extendino Modifiers

.

PART A k

GIVEN:
1) -TheCboy's cat itched.
2). The bo,y'S'cat'spaw itched.

` 31 The boy's cat's paw's nail scratched.

MTERIAL:
4c

.1) ,The girl's dog barked.
'2) The-girl's
3, l')The girls

. ,s

DIRECTIONS:
. ,

Fill in the.blanks in MATERIAL With words to mike a
penfence using more words ending with 's in each

. blank. (Lookat GIVEN.)

CONCLUSION:
How many 's words can you put in front of a noun

< and still have a sentence',

1-4PPLICATION:
1 ) Make a sentence 'of the forrowing accordrig to.

tha instrUctions:
t :!T poked funny.",

n.

'a

. . . .
_a) Use two wor,ds endingwith 's for examples

q, The man's dog'p collar lookedlunriy. .
. I., . ...i .

.
. ..

"The - Jobbed funny."
..... :

,-- / .
.,

b)3.1se three words eridrng With 't.
.

.'"The
.

e,
c) Use five.words endrftg with 's.

, * , ,
, .

. 4(The .

.

lboked funny."
. .
, .

. . .
. ,

. looked funny.'
, .: ..

I

t. ,.. , . l .,. .. I '' ....1 , , v ,A., , ,-
, e

h 2) Make dp a funny:looksin sentence With many_ 's. ,-

words, .,

.

."

t

MATERIAL:_n:
1) ten \

six
*Nye .

'forty

3) boys
rocks

.cars
'boits

2) the
these
those

4 A few of
Some of ,

Many.of
Allot of .

Jr

/

DIRECTIONS: t
1), Rewrite the following in English using the abovg

words in MATERIAL under the given numbers.
, -

a) 2 +-1
b) 1 + 3,

"c) 4 + 2. + 3 '.
d) 4 + 2,+ 1 + 3
e) 1 + 2 + 3

1 Ir.

. ,
. ) Now Many Of the /above Word groups will fit 61115

. ,.. blank's' ,
or If

...

lookecifyiny:" I..
4 ., aieimpoilant. 1.'-'- -

ION: v
7 ' ).

I

't .. '2.. . ; ' CONGL
. , .,.

. '

%741.

$1

PART B.* ;

'' GIVEN: .

1) A feW of those dogs carifly.'
2) SOme bf the twenty girls can stay. -

'3) One of thwopes is fnihe.

Iou choose 'a no. 4, wher, will "itippear in he
d group/t* '', ' .

2) I a 4 appears, a no nit:ist come right.
'f.,0. fter it,

.

1);,, if

' 3) A no. 3 is always which word in the group/

31.
4) Will a flu'. 1 word come before or after a no. 2'

word?

28-
S



.
APPLICATION: t.,

.

Mak'e upthroe more sentences using the word lists
under MATERIAL.

. .

i '

I

r

PART C ..

plyEN: , . . i
1 15 A few of the cats havetleas:. ,

. 2) Some,of the redbirds have feathers.
- 3) Marty of the old red church buildings need

painting. 1- .e-
4)- A feint' or those rice young running birds. are

robins.
0. .

MATERIAL: ;'
,..._

1) old . 2) running
Young- whistling

- .new . - .a
4):: red'

yellow ,1

, blu'e

3.) Many of
Some of
0i)e,o,f
A few of

churb11
village
town

:5)

7) the
these
those

6) streets
buildings
rocks

-bars
ponies
turtles

fa 3

DIRECTIONS: / '. ; t
Using vclprdS Under MArTERIAL; rewrite tote follo6ng
according t9 the nUmpers and 210. mitthed words:,o . , I 4.

-1) 3 7 + 6
+ + 2 + 6

.3) + 7 + + 5 +
4) fl7 +'4 +
5)7 7 1 + 4 6
6) 7 4 + 5 1. 6

s.

r
.

,
' 'CONCLUSION: ,

Whenevera no. 3 appears, a no.
, word iiirfiRliate)y follows.

:2) If there is oa no. 5 or it will appear in front of a
word. ,

3) VA a no. 1 word appear in front of a no. 7 word?

4 . A
.

4) If rro. 3 appears, it will always be
a) seconq
b)
C)thifd-

-' d) fourth.

APPLICATION: .
Make up three different sentences using wordsfrom
the lists in MATERIAL.

, ,

PART D

GIVEN:

r

1) The boy's pretty black dog
2) Some of the cat's paw's nails

-41 4-) 3) A few of the twenty cars' engines' pistons
X,,r

-29-



MATERIAL''.. :

1)
, ;

,hair's
z fleas

, wing's
.4

. 3) -the
these
those:

5) COIOTS

shapes

2) Some,, 61

A' few of
Many of

-
4). werity
. two

five. r

t.

TEACHERSUPPLEMENT--Exper1tnent 12

PARTS A, 13, C & D

DIRECTIONS: , CONCEPT:
1) °Sing words under MATERIAL rewrite the, Noud-Modifier Rel tionships Within the.Noun Phrase

olrowing 'according to the numbers and their
matched words. ELABORAtION: ,

v This experiment is a specific expansion of
a) 2 + 3 1-'4. + 5 , Experiment 9 wher the internal structure of ttfe noun
b) 2 + .1 + 3 + 1,+ 5 phrase was introd ced. In this experiment. howeve
,c)2 + 1 + 3 + 1 i- 1 + 5 i

attention is directed to other factors in the noun
d) 2 + 3 + 1'4- 1 + 1 + 4 + -5 phrase, exbecially three:
e) 2 + 2 + 5 .

..

-, f) 2 + 3 + 3 -1- 5 . : ,
1) Possessive as modifier

.> .
c .

i
. I

2) Pre-article
3) Mutually' exclusive and fnutuallyinCI sive

. slots. ' .
.

I

4

The poisessive normally follows the article and
, , precedes adjectives which might be appearing in the

noun phr se. It has the potential of expanding the

, I-
noun ph se indefinitely since it can' be used in

i
I

virtually limited numbers, one after the other. AS
I 1 su h, the possessive is a gobd example of a mutuayY,.

in usive slot-filler since more than one can b used
ithin the same slot of the noun phrase.

/ i

Ir

2) Which of the above word. groups will fit tts
blank?

are quite lovelY,.

CONCLUSION; 1

1) Can so e words in the same numbers group b
used m re thadonce?

2) s Which, if any?

Many elements though are mutually exclusiv#, su0'
as an article. You wouldn't have two articles in a r
e.g.

The a bo

u but you couid ave r

The bo' 's do's c Ilar

wher twof ssessives appear in a row. h liare said
to fill t se e Opt since they is theaelic I y one slot

!, for p essive bdifiers in th noun phrase. 1

Most adjective Are mutually nclusiVe while
1

constrictions eh as jiire- article . are m tually ,

APPLICATI exclusive.
Make up three sentences using word list in

MATERIAL. Pre-articles are constructions such as: some of, a w
of, many of, several of, etc. Thesewhen appearing
a noun phrase, will !ways be first and will be followed
by an article, ofte definite article the. In some
instances, a writer c oosps to delete the' f, in which
case there is an acco panying obligatory deletion of
the article as well.



The obligatory order for elements within a noun
phrase, exclusive of adjectives .

(Pfe-article + article .+ tderrionstrative) +
(no) ) + noun -

= optional.

That is, only the article is obligatory. If any of the .

others appear, they will appear in this order,

e g. pre-art + art + number + noun

I

A few of + the + twenty + demonstrators

iNotice that if demonstrative (this, that, th..e,
these) appears, t has the'article built

Many of + th
A /e\

Pre-art + art +

If the noun is an in
into it,

. -

e.g. Somebody + left/ 4 I

noun phrase verb phrase/ \
art + nouft.

EXPERIMENT 13

PART A

e +' , sik 1

, V ..
g m o n st r a t iv e + number +\n un

efinite pronoun, the article isb it

boyS

If the noun is a proper noun, there is no article, While
the article is said to precede a personal pronoun,

e.g. Mary hit me.

noun verb
phrase phrase

proper -ipioun + tense + verb + noun phrase
.1

proper + noun + tense + .verb + ¢pronoun

ADDITION RPLICATION:
T her sophisticated conce t, and as such
re r cla se concentration. Don't feel Ukat your
st ents st see all of the p sable built-in

ionships. Howeer, do 1st i ie for an
un tandin of arleast the following;

1)
2)

-1 3) Adjective loan
4) Noun adjunct

the non head
5) Numbers (usua

element in noun phase)
ye '(can appear in series)

hen making
& in all of yo

,

Remaining Part of Sentences

GIVEN:
1) A Ur le frog to a ferocious flea.
2) frog ate a flea.
3) The y ung boy on the sled is mykousin.,
4) The b y is my cousin.

MATERIAL:
1) A drunk parrot evoured an old purple flurp.
2) /The w thlirotterOeeth sipped a 'sweet

soda.
/3) Yhe sad bred a chicken gizzard.
4) The funny fat a01 i in the oirous.
5) The dippy duple eked endlessly.

fDIRECTIONS: ' I

1) Cross out as many ords kohl these sentences
as you can and still h ye sentences.

2) Underline the subjec, of the new sentences'viith
one line: the predicat: with two.

CONCLUSION:

.What kinds of words must sentence have in order to
be a sentence?,

P)_IC
ake three sentences. Now Scratch out as many
ords as you can and still have sentences. .

- i

dition
lexa

ppear in series)
ormally comes right before
rd)
Y; precede adjective)

. ,

I iexerciSes nclude,some, of
pis

i

RT B

GIVEN:
1) Some oung boys in fade jeans With patched

knees ere slowly eating w rmy apples.
2) Boys w re eating apples: rA

3) Onto theroof of the old chu h on the corner, the
girl hit the ball.

4) The'girl hit the ball.

1-

4 \
A



DIRECTIONS:
1) Cross out as many words as you can from the

above sentences in MI TEBIAL and still have .*

- sentences.
.

' 2) Underline the subject of the new sentences with .

one line and the predicate with,two.

CONCLUSION:
How are your new sentences here like the sentences
you made in PART A?

Q.

.

TEACtIER SUPPLEMENT -'E t 13

CONCEPT::
Kbinel Sentence Expansion

1

I i . ELABORATIONAND STUDENT RESPONSE:
-, APP..ICATION: '

)
This -experiment. is designed to reinforce earlier

po the same as asked in APPLICATION of PARTIA.. attention to th,e core elements of a basic sentence
pattern, ..'. '

.

I , .

f modal
. . . ,

determiner + noun 1/2- ' to b,e 4-yerb + (noun phrase),
.

,
have f '. , ,

,.
_.

It'stuaents have difficulty recogniiing the kernel,
(that istheywan to include modifier4,,, etc.) then the

later experiment should help. t ate; they will see
flow mbditiers'ar derived throug transformation of
other sentences..

.

ADDITIONAL APPL4ICAi-ION: .

When maidng additiohal sentences for pcacticq, build
them around the ,basiC sentence, .patterps (note

SupPlementExperi4lent-7).

EXPEft MENT 14 Making *es /No QuestIonk
t

f{ -
PART

friend. r* Is the boy my fribnd?-
go. I.cp Can I go?
has left..E> Has May left?

.(1
orange bat is my. rid. r*

e w s a little grey s'q rrel,
L uise ai hit the fat cat 14.

4) Some the boys will lea e.
5). The grOup of children ca stay, m;)

i

iT

.

\

CONCLUSION:
DIRECTIONS: 1) What did your do to -the word order when you

Change each of the above se tences in MATEIIAL made questions out of the sentences?
to questions _that a listener c n answer with either
'yes' or. ' t10'. .

r

e

1\ a'

4

4

".

3 .

-32-



4 sr.

2) What kind of word now comes first after you have
question?

APPLICATION: . x
1) Make, up three sentences like those in

MATERIAL. Write them below. CONCLUSION; , ')
1.) What new word was added?

,.% - .
,

. , i '
. 4

.2; Whaf happened tothe verb', :

1

2)
, ,, .,..

Change them, into questions which can be
answered with ,Yes' or 'no'.

\

.
., , '''' . E:,4

: e

RG

.

' s 4

is ,, s

,
APPLICATION:

1) Make', ,,up three -sentences like these in
MATERIAL. Write them below.'

.,.. ,

, \

\ ,,i ,

2) Change Ithem into , questkpne which can be,
answered with 'yes' or'ne. '', '" `\

I a ;A
j. 1 I elAI

1

il -M
1

.

I- .
, PART S - / 0

GIN: -.:, . , t:', * ..
1 .

i 1

- - - 1) 'The child hitItie ball. r2,) Did the child hit the ball:

2) A woren ateLthe apple, 4Did a worm eat t
apple?

i
1.

.

MATERIAL:
\ 1) A'sm II gOatswallowed a can. r#.

2) The smelled like roses. 4
a) The oo 1p swam across the pool.... #.
4) A fimplysoirple uggled an orb r2,;.

DIRECTIONS:
Change the above <sentences into questions which
can be answered with 'yes' or 'no'.

4,

I

' .;...?

' TEA1HER SUPPLEMENTE-xpdrinie1nt 14

CONpEPT:
\fas/No-=-7the QUestion Forming TransfOrm' ation

5LABORAT1ON:
Of the many transformations operating in oiiro
language, this is o'ne of the easiest to observe are
permutation type (reordering type) .

The transformation is quite simple in sentences with a.
to be form of verb, have, or a modal (can, could,
may, might, will, would, must, sh.q11,1should) acting as
part of the verb phrase. The to be, have, or modal is
simply moved in front of the subject noun phrase. -,t3

-33-
.c

4



In a kernel sentence cont base verb instead,
two majOr operatidns are i olVe (PART B)t

'
1), Dols added to the front of,the sentences
2) The tense is moved from the verbto the

TWe latter operation is the most difficult to describe in
,;,° a'nontechnical,fashion, and theref.doesn:t appear to

. ., .

be ny reason to do soin the middle grades.

. ADDI101\fAL APPLICATIO:
4! If st dents haVedifficultie$ with this transfdrmation,

. .

make up additiona( exercises similar to those' in
PART A first, since that transformation is a one'step

, . ,
n.ratid

.
Ope

.

,a. , t

/

c
EXPERIMENT 15 Making yh-Duaationa,

PART A-

GWEN. . ,

1) Alice can go to, the party. Where can Alice go?

3 2) a Pete is playing football. cz* What is Pe playing?

MATERIAL.
1,1 Harry Ownsa bicycle. *
27: Kerwin hit theball. c>
34, A green pimple gobbled a snickly niggle.
4) Jody is going lo town.*
5) Mary is leaving school. c

DIRECTIQNS:
1),-Change nos. arid 3 in MATERIAL to
'4' 'questions using the word wht.

.t

#

Changeos. 4 ands5 to questio,s using/the Ard-
where. (NOtice you will have to sOme words
agd in some cases add new wofds.) ;

A /, "

I.

.CONCLUSION:
t) WheretoOk the place of

Whartook the pqce of

0.
What new w ord,was added to nos; 1-3,in addition
to what?

4) What happens to is-'in nos. 4-'5 when these
sentences become quesfions')

APPLICA710N; I' '
Make up three questions. Write them'down. Change
them into statements. Notice what changes you
made.

I

I

'-' 9
A

4

-,-
,

1P '." enori ii '% , , ,,
,

GlytN:,.. , \ \,..,-,,,
', 1) Mary is leaving the,school..Wh0,16,1eaving.t

.-Sal,001?

1 2) Jo An wig be leavingtomorrow, 1#2When will
Jo Ann be

` having?

r 1,

MATERIAL: -' . .,.

t) The captain came On thefield.1*
2) The old dog fought the mean cat. L7)
3) The sale will end next week. 1#"
4) Peggy will arrive tomorrow:

3 '7

A



4 .

DIRCTIALS;:'
I 1) Rewrite statement,noi.Ard 2 in MATERIAL as

'cigestions

. '

' CONCLUSION: -

, 1). What did the word
and 2?

97, ,
2) Rewrite 5tatetnent nos. 3 and 4 as puestionS

which question the time, (plue:'wh

S.

i

take the place of in nos, 1

Is it po4ble to write woifferent quetion5 for\.

no'. 2? . ,`

'
What did 'when take ,theNace of in

. 47
j 1

4) that did ydu do with mill.

AP CATION: r

nos.. 3:and

ke up three question .'Write t
em to 'statements.

o n. Change,
.4'

)
Tfr,"

TEACHER SUPPLEMENtExperlment715
1,

CONCEPT:
''',,.Wh-Oubstionsciuedtion Transform4ipn Requitl 1 t

More Thana YesiNo Answer. ' q :1

) ' l' ,
4. . '

. ELABORATION:
'Note in this eiperiment,,es Well es all others injiolvittg

, 'transformations,' that changes ,ace 'made on' kerriel
sentences, and new sentences are derived through
alteration of kernel sentences. One shoUld also note
that a series of transformations ean be performed on

. a kernel to produceakew sentence. In fact that. is
'What is involved here.

In this experiment we are concerned With changihg
statements to questions that question time (when?),
situation or incident (what?-) , place (where ?) , or
person (who?) . Notice that Experirhent 14 produced

ryes /no questions and in'd,oing 59 reordered ,certain
sentence elements, namely modal or have or to be
with the firs/ noun phrase.

Alice can gc.to the party. =54 Can Alice go to the

/.e party?
t

we wis\ to question theiplacKe, we mJst substitute
ere° to the party and \place where in front of the!

nae: You wilkobser* then that ,the:yes/ no 1
, chan e mtist be performed prior to the

change, e.gi
i ., i

, ; ,\!
.1) Alice cardgo to the party. c;:, Can Alice go to the

yh

t,

; ,' (by fr
i party? il i

.1 1 i

cisforMOtion: yeinp') --... ;r1°*;
i '

i ,;+'2.-, 'Cr,Alic go tothe party? 4 'IX/here:can `Alice -,
IL ; i go?: I '

i (Lay tr nsfirrnatio):wh),
-,..:;-,,.,1: i

1 .

If )h, e yes/n ch nge h -d not ben 43. eriorM4,d, the
resblf would a/ beer

, 1
,, 1

o the ofarty. r4s-Whprp Alice can go?1)1 Alice can g
(Whictri , ngramrhatical) .

,

'ADDITIONAL APPLICATION: ,

This is.rioi'a 9omplex operation so stUdents should
iate tittle diffibulty with it. If you need tolconstruct
additional "practice assertions, include a variety of

place, time, person\ inaident laction) is phrases or
words in the kernel sentences; -

EXPERIP.*N716±AcidIng `0The0"
GIVEN:

,:"

1) A few bugs. are in the butter. i=;) There are a few

It
olb

. .

bugsin;the butter.

-36-
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2) Six king
\

were Ina 'coat. =;) There were six kings
- in a coat.



O

MATERIA o

1) S I petunias were blooming. c44
2) pe in the canar. ,

' 3) Six-chirps were in the parrot
, ,.

bIRECTIQNS:
Change the ;sentences in MATERIAL to different,

starting reach sone with there. You will
some other' changes in the §entences

,4

, .sentences.
3

, need to mak,
< also. .

G

\4)

<'-

s

CONCLUSION:. ,

What changes must be
hereto the front?,:-

/
MI

t'L,i

ade in a sentcnbe if you add

A -4,14,

, TEA EN SUPPI4M4NT=ExPerl ent

CON EPT,:
T e There Transformation

, EL BOATION:
his experiment cov"os, only the- simple t application

ation of the transformation; that is thosedealing
With sentences employing to be Thote sentences*
with base verbs reqlre more complex operationq,
e:g.' i

Sornel boys sat
on the bench. I, $itting.on ttle bench; . . : I,..

r, ----s,,
,-No the change in iv rb from sat to sitting plus an , ,

.

.id ion and a'reorOer nn operation: - /

PiPPLI9ATION: t t
:, Make up three sente ces/ beginning w

' .them down. Chiang therniby drop
doing whatever else ot.i need t6. ,, 1

.., 0. , 'r . : i

.,
. , ,

th there.#rite
ing there and
o 1;,

-

There were ome boys

S

featedseparate0

ADDITI NAL APR!: ATION:
. If st ents.han'dl . is experiment with little difficulty,

it m ht be worthwhile to give thern basq verb type
sen es to try, e.g. .

tengeS withl pro6er nouns endior perscrnal ,

onoun are espebially troublesome and need to be ,
f desired.

fewgirls,laft school. 1

z
bird the gworm. '

0 a,

Or sentences with proper .ndunl 'and/or personal
. pronouns, e.g.

John was in the car,

She was t he new p resident,'
, ,

.24

II

EXPERIMENT 17 rz. Negating in,Sentences

GIVEN:
,`?

1)

°

The dog is iri.the yard. 4. The dog is not in the
t yard.

e o.

is father owns a car. b His father does not own

MATERIAL: -)

1) The bird was in a bush..:*
2) I am a new student. c* °

3) A freebie is afurple.
4) A snirkle ugglecia smiffle.

a car. - 5), A green dog It a PinlVoStmart. b

O

39
036-

_5

1

I

C

S



4. O
't 4

*41.: - 5
f

, DIREOTIONS: t' : e
... t. C 1)4r 1 g e the sentences In MATERIAL so that ,n1;d1 will:.

A

be in ea,ch.. . ° , .
=r

1

-

CONCLUSiON: ° i ,4 . 3 ' . ' °
,I I

r 1) Where is not 5.aded in sentences like Ws. 1-. 3? ,
,

/
N A,

2) What other changes must be made in -sentences
like nos. 4-5? : ' .

,
-, . ,

I
- -5's

LICATION: ,
, 1ake up fodr sentences using the WOrd not. Twa'of Lt

four sentences shbuld include the word Of di Now
to these four, sentences with-Out the not. 4., c. ,

4

A;

t

a

r.,,

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT- Experiment 17:

CONCEPT:
The Negative Transformation

. ELABORTION:
: 41This is a simple addition transforpin 4, sentence§ with

to be or a modal. In base verb sentences, an
obligatbry ,do change must' be performed first with

tense shifting from the verb _to the do (note
Supplement-Experimentr14) _

In speech the impact of this transfOim in terms of °

' intonation contours is worthy of class attention, e.g.

He will NOT go!

XPEt
PkENT",t

GK5fE :

01:11104 ciif Verimi!

ii

1) The boy 'gave a The boy ve his dog
to his dog. "" a bone.

,

2) The garage man sold The gara,ge-man sold
Scar to the lady. thk(a#y a car.

ATRI Lti
1) Ateacher bought a gift for Billy. c*
2) Some people gave a ally to the Orme. 14c
3)5 The pitcher threw a balho the catcher. (:::>

Al
s .DIRECTIONS: ° .

'4,' ° -,
- :.Change the sentences in MATER144.. so that the

..,. ' litalicized w d comes in front of the word ,in bold
face, Do ish Lever else you need to in order to keep it
a sentence. Glue: you might have to drop words.)

4

r

COI CLUSIQN: >

Whpt changesmust be made in sentences like these
if 'some words are moved to other positions?

I

4 0
,_

IN

P



I

PP\IICA,T IC5 :

Make/ p three sentences like those you wrote in
DIR TIQNS. Write them doWn.

I

IP

r

2) Now rewrite' them as-they would have looked
before they were written in tWis way. (Clue: look
at sentences in MATERIAL.)

TE CHER SU

CONCEPT:
he Indirect Object Transformation

\.
PLEMENTExpeilment 18

EL bORATION,AtID STUDENT .RESPONSE:
his transformation operates only in conjunction with

a limited number of verbs, specifically, bu'y, throw,
give, and a few others.

Notice that both reordering and deletion are involved
here.

Notice that the receiver noun phrase moves it firdhrof
the direct object (object to be received) noun
phrase. Thlyneans that the determiner plus any
modifiers_nfust accompany the noun headword.
Some studenfs. might, fail .,to move the. determiner
along with the noun. Call their attention to the
instructions that tell them to do "whatever else you
need in order to keep it a sentence."

I

- ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
In making up additional exercises for practice,

. consider adding extended noon phrases, e.g.

A teacher bought
a lovely gift for
some of the
young childr

A acher bought' some
of t e young children a
lovely gift:

)

EXPERIMENT 19 P4slve Vold* Sentences

GIVEN:

1) The boy hit the ball. The ball was hit by the,
boy.

:

2) : The bird aje the worm. The worm was eaten
by,the bird:

MATERIAL:
1 ) The loy "Idler carried a flag.
2)' The player hit the ball. \
3) An axe chipped the ice.

DIRECTIONS:
Chan* the sentences in MATERIAL so that words in
italics are moved in front of the ver6..and the words in
bold face are'placed at the end of the sentence with
the Word `by' in front of them. Dtx.whatever else you
need to in order to have sentence. (Clue: you might
have taadcl a word.)

CONCLUSION:
`Whkt happens to the emphasi
you make the changes?

-38-
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in the sentence when



10

APPLICATION: , ,. r .

Make tip three sentences like the'four in MATERIAL.
Then change them the way you did in DIRECTIONS.

.,.. , .

TEACHER' SUPPLEMENTExperiment 19

I

CONCEPT: , 04.

'The Passive Voice TransformatIOn

ELABORATION AND STUDENT RESPONSE:
This is a very sophisticated trarisformatigii with close
ties to sentence fhetorre. Expecially sophisticated is
alteration in the makeup of the verb phrase with the,
addition of .to be and the accompanying change in
ECase,Verbfo'rm:

The emphasis'in the experiment is upon the change iri
structural' makeup, so your students nhigI21 miss
some -of I the ,serriptic implioatioels ,paltkcWitor
CcNCIt,JSION. AldreSs this semantic shift _when -
discussing the CONCLUSION. I`

Some students\ might Observe the possibility , of -
deleting the "by" + noun phrase" at the endof the
passive voice sen'tence. Point thiS out as one of the
many deletion practices operating in our language,

* e.g. like understood,you. .

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
If students need additiOnal practice, try to keep the.
noun phrases short until they master the basic.
operations of the transformation,

EXPERIMENT go Bull ins Noun Modifiers
PART A

GIVEN: ,

The dress is blue. c:> The blue dress

MATEEIIAL:.
1) The boy is young, t*
2) The car is new. c:>

The dog is sick. c;)

'
ONCLU,SION:

1) Do you still nave a sentence.? ti

2) Can the new word group be used in a sentence?

APPLICATION:
Change the following to sentences
MATERIAL:

DIRECTIONS: 1)

Change each of the sentences in MATERIAL by 2)
moving the' last word, between the first two and 3)
dr opping'is. 4)

5)

44.

ti

-39-

The old ballgr-
The sick cat 1#,
A fast pitch (=;>
A cold winter =>

orne wool sweaters.

PART B

GIVEN:
a) The -boy is friendly.
b) *helped me.

MATERIAL:

1) a) The dress is blue
b) is pretty.

42

4174. a.

like those in

The friendly boy
helped me.



, t' '. 1.1
/...i.

,r . . r
.

2) a) The ddg is mean.
-

b) --- 'chased me home. .*.
4

3J a) Some food is spoiled., .
b) made me sick. *

.,

aj A few oi.jhesentences are easy:
b) are interesting.i

.

.DIRECTIONS. .

Change sentence (a) in each of the groups in
MATERIAL so that it will fit In the blank space of (b)
and ke one Serptence Yom will have to dropsome

rds and dhange the order of otheis.)

'CONCL
From4hat.two sentences does a sentence like his
come:

.A hutigry cat ate the food!"?

d.

.APPLIGATION:,-
BelOw are sore sentences.
each pair t it will fit in
sentence and fc)rth a new se

1)ks -al Some soap is strong.
b). make yoicry.

hang sent
the .blank
ce.

- - 2) a) The soda is sweet.-
.13)4 is not good for You.

3). ,e) A boy issIfepy.
b) came to school.'

TEACHER SUPPLEMENTExpo rIment 20
\

nce (a) in
h (b)

4

CONCEPT:
TheNoun Modifier Transformation

.ELABOR TION;AND STUDENT RESPONSE: """

This experiment, is the first that deals with what is

T

.
? know° asa .double-base transformation; that is'a"

transfOrmation which takes two or more kernel
sentences and changes they in such a, Way as-to
combine them and produce one new The result ,
is a transformedsentence. /

,
All of tpese transformations are quite sophisticated,
and `what is actually included in the student
expenments is usually a short cut application that, at
times, ips, steps which would* be Ciltscussed in a ,
more f al prersentation. The noun modifier changemore

an ex pf this shortcut metnod;:e.b. ". ;
. .

"Theord all" is ctenved from ''the ball is ol.d"* a .

,serieS.of rela ed operations:

The ball Is old
(By. Relative Transformation)

4
The ball which is old *

(BY Relative Deletion Transformation).
;

Th- balloid
(B

The o

Noun Modifier Reorderingraosformation)

However, s dents On obviously attend to theactual
tructufal ngps without nalysis of all Operations'

and that is dOhe here. ractically, they should
come away ,ecogoiz at there is _senile sort of ,

derivational priFess which,pro noun modifier. .
.

otice in PARS BNATERIAL-, no. 4, that a pre.7tic
be nsithe ns2un'Ot4se of sentence (a) . This might .

cause trouble for.-somKudents. simply emphasize .

t the adjective shOuld be hi ved in front of the
noun a front of the pre-arti le.

ADDITIONAL APPLICA
Making -up noun modifier-producin tences- is
relatively easy. Sliitioly use the In

t5noun phrase + ,10+ adjectie pattern. e.g.
). s;:t.)

The boy
,

nice 14>

Th eave a 'plank for this no* created noun
,phrase to fill in another sentence, e.g:

The.niee boy..

hit the ball.'

EXPERIMENT 21 Putting ApelatIve Clamps
t

PART A

GIVEN:

.1) The boy hit the ball. The b

'2). The boy is rpy friqnd. frie

11.

who ie my

hit gall. 4 3

, .

MATERIAL:
1.) The.girlswas very.noiSy.
2) The girl had long pigtails.

3) The lady quickly lett the room.
4) The lady wat the.oldest.



DIRECT fONSi.,
1). In sentence no. 2 in M ATERIAL change the gill to

who Nolte. place sentence no 2 between .guland
was in sentence no. -1. Write the new sentence
below.

I

ti

t
,

MATERIAL!:
, -1) Thelittle'cat wasprettp.

2) The little cat had a sore paw. -

2) Jr-1 sentence no. 4.c-hange the' lady to who. No
piaCe'sentenct no. 4 between lady and quickly in

, Sentence no. 3. Write the new sentence below

r.

. CONCLUSION:

-.54-

What can you dO with two sentences that have the
same

' first part? 4, '

APP,LICATION:
Make up three sentences that look like the two you
made in DIRECTIONS.

PART B

GIVEN:

1) The dog ate the bone. The dog Which had
,2) The dog had fleas, . fleas ate the bone.

44

A

-41-

3) A bird hopped merrily;
- 4) A biki was eating a worm..

DIRECTIONS:
1) In sentence no. 2 in MATERIAL change the little

." cat to which. Now Place the sentence. between
the little cat and 'was in sentenceno 1.

I
.

t L , '

r
; 4%,

2) In sentence no. 4 change Ja 'bird to that Now-
, place sentence no. 4,between a bird and hipped

in sentence no.,3.
.

CONCLUSI6N: '

Compare these new sentences with those made in
PART. A. In.PAIRT A you used-wpo.:IR this part you
used which and that. Wily?-(Clue:"Lo_ok at the nouns
in these sentences and compare them with those irr
PART A. How-are they different?)

APPLICATION:
Make up three sentences that too like the two' you-
made in DIRECTIONS.,

4.

I ,



\
-;

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT7Experimedt.21

CONCEPT:
'The Relative Clause Transformation

ELABORATION AND STUDENT RESPONSE: -
Thispo Ise double-base transformation. It ciimbines
two sentences which have an identical noun'phrase
by substituting a relative pronoun (who, which, or
Mat) for one noun phrase and then placing the newly
created clause in an imaginary s'ot immediately
following the duplicated noun phrase in the consumer

,sentence (containing sentence or sentence with the
slot tobe . e.g.

--

Consumer = The boy left town:-
(sic)

Input = , The boy is my cousinR*

who is my cousin

to constnier slot
'7"

The boy who is my co usin)oft tewn.
(slot)

Notice that who is normally reserved for huMan
referents, which for inanimate referents; and that for
animate or inanimate. (This is the type of conclusion
called for in PART B.)

Students on their toes dill rote that Ihe noun phrase
repeated, need not be in the first part of each
septette:e.g. t

EXPERIMENT 22 Reordering Modifiers _

.

PART A.

GIVEN:
- 1) The girl who was unhappy

entered the room.
The unhappy girl
`entered the room.

6

2) The train that is ar_,, The -toy train
toy was broken. `" was broken.

MATERIAL:
1) The girlwho was smiling left. r*
g) The dog thatwas tired slept:

) The animal that was hunted/an wearily.

DIRECTIONS:
1) In sentence no. 1 in MATERIAL drop who was

and move smiling in front of girl. Do you still have
a sentence?

2) Do the same to no.-2 and.no.,3. (That will be
' dropped instead of who.)

.11

I

-42-

The boppilledthe milk .

The milk was Spoiled, c which was spoiled
',4 to .

The boy spill ed the milk which was spoiled.
(s)otj

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
In constructing additional exeses you might want
to includ% sentence combination of theqtype
det/cribedin the ELABORATION secYon above.

tip
.

CONCLUSION:
Can "describing words" be used in different rr:Ates in
'Sentences?

.r
APPLICATION:

Make up/hreesentences like the ones you made in
DIRECTIONS: Can any of these be changed the way

'the sentences were in this Part? If so, change them
and write them down.

ti

PART B

GIVEN:
1) The man is working hard. c The hard-working

man

2) The dog eats bananas: c The banana-eating
dog

3) The shark eats the man. c=> The man-eating shark

4



.

1) the cowboy ropes cattle. r=5
She lizard eats giFards.=>

3) Theca burn* oil. ;friS
4) 'The dpb herds sheep. ea
5) A cat laps-milk.
6) The badgetswims fast.

.

DIRECTIONS: AC' -
ewrite',the.-senterbes in MATERIAL the way the

ndes in kgIVEN -Were rewritten. (For example:
The c boy ropes cattle. at. . The cattle-roping

- cowboy:: 't forget to use a hyphen (-) between
words where it eded.')

;;;

AP LICATION:
Ma up three sentences like (hose in MATERIAL.
Rewrite he sentences the way you did in
DIRECTIONS.'

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT Experiment 22

PART A

CONCEPT:
Noun Modifier Deletion and Reordering

ELABORATION:
As was noted earlier, the process for formulating
modifiers in a transformed sentence. can be
formalized in a series of major transformation
operations. In this experiment, as in a number cif
others, students are exposed to the language
manipulating, without the formalized description-end
analysis. For clarification purposes here, however, it
might be well to briefly go.through the major steps of
one common approach. to' production of noun
modifiers.

Let us assume that we start with the following two
sentences: _

Consumer = The girl entered.the room.
(slot)

Input = 14 girl was unhappy. whowho was
, unhappy

Consumer = The girl centered tbiroom..
. (slot) . :

thus

(Transformed input Sentence)

The girl who was unhappy entered the room.
(slot)

Now the next step is a transformation known as a
Relative Deletion Transformation which 'says:

,

noun + relative.+ to be + adjective + verb
phrase (slot) phrase c

noun phrase + adjective + verb phrase (the relative
pronoun and the to be form arse deleted)

noun
phras

The 'rl

thus
Verb
phrase+ relative 4- to be + adjective +

/
who Was unhappy entered the room g>

The girl unhappy entered the room.

-43-
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S.

7
. .

',The final step is actual noun modifier reordering
transformation which transposes thee adjective" and
the noun being modified. Thus:

1 .

The girl unhappy
entered the room

a

The unhappy girl
entered the room.

is well to rfleft here_that certain post-nominal
modifiers do not lend themselves to this last
transposition step. For instance, adverbials of place
used as neun modifiers, e.g.

The mouse in the garden is cute.

This Will usually not change to:

. "The in-the-garden mouse is cute."

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
In constructing additional practice exercises be
certain that the sentences to be combined have
identical noun phrases and use a to be form in the
sentence which will be4he input sentence.

4

PART B

CONCEPT:
Noun Modifier Deletion and Reordering

ELABORATION AND STUDENT RESPONSE:
InttOsting noun modifier situations can be produced
b deriving same from sentences containing base
verbs, especially animate noun-oriented verbs, e.g..

eats. swims, choos s, hits, etc.

In addition, students a e given an opportunity to use
a hyphen and test their own use of hyphens in some
cases.

Noun modifiers prOduced in this manner are ofteh
quite original and can produce unique writing
experiences.

. .
ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:

One way to develop additional practiceis to think of
describing types of sentences and lest them for
modifier production potential, e.g.

My father hopes My hopes-Humphrey-
Humphrey will win. will-win father

EXPERIMENT 23 Longer Modifiers

PART A

GIVEN.
The bugs that are swarming The bugs swarming
in the yard are dying. * in the yard are dying:

MATERIAL:
1) The girls who are listening to /he stoty are my

frtnds.
2) The rocks which are lying on the table are

3) Some of the people who are resting should be,
studying their lessons.

DIRECTIONS:
Change the sentences in MATERIAL by dropping
who are or which are from them. Rewrite them below.

CONCLUSION:
How can sent nces containing who + verb + ing
word be change

APPLICATION:
Make up three sentences like those given in
MATERIAL. Change them the way you did in
DIRECTIONS.

47
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PART B

GIVEN:
Thebugs, gasping
their last, are dying.

MATERIAL:
1 A young boy, sNivirnming as hard as possible, is

heading for shore. c>

2) 'The old bird, slowly losing strength, headed for
its nest. =:>

3) A few of the soldiers, tired from the battle,
- tripped and fell.

'Gasping their last,
4 the bugs are dying.

1

DIRECTIONS:
Change the sentences in MATERIAt. by moving the
words between .the commas to the front of the
sentence. (DOh't forget to separate the words at the
front with a comma.)

4

It4
4

.4 4

CONCLUSION:
How does movement of the describing words affect
the sentence meaning?

.11

APPLICATION:
Make up three sentences like those provided in
MATERIAL. Change the position of the words before
the comma to a position in the sentence like that
which you did in DIRECTIONS.

48

PART 6

GIVEN:
1) = We lay on the beach.
2) :The sun burned our backs. 4'

MATERIAL:
1) a) The teacher called loudly.

b) Her voice echoed in thehalls.

We lay on the ..
the sun

bur ing our
bac s.

2) a) The old man shuffled across the room.
b) His legs dragged with each step. L*

13) a) The dog ey the bone.
. b) His mouth drooled.

,.

4) a) We rushed home from scnbol. ,__,,

b) The rain pobnded.down on us. '-'

DIRECTIONS:
A Change the ed ending of sentence (b) to an ing 4P-

ending in each of the sentende pairs unde0.-
MATERIAL. Now'add this to the end of sentence (a)
(Don't forget to keep (a) and (b) separated by a
comma.)

CONCLUSION:
Can you move the (b) part of your new sentence to
the front and still have a sentence?

,



APPLICATION:
Make up three sentences like those you produced in
DIRECTIONS. '

N

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT Experiment 23

CONCEPT' -I
. Sentence Modifier'

ELABORATION:
The sentence modifier concept is closely tied to the
nourfmodifier concept in at least one way and that is
method of production. The direction and sequence of
transforming operations are 'basically the same for
both typeg.

In terms clf end results, however, there are significant
differences The sentence modifier construction is
much broader in scope and relates to the entire
sentence father than an isottgad noun phrase. As
such, .it is flexible and can be moved to different
structural slots of the sentence and still be part, of a
grammatical sentence, e.g.

The boy, chewing
gum nervously.
watched the
election results.

Chewing gum .
nervously, the
boy watched the
election results.

You might.note that sentence, modifier constructions
are derived from nonrestrictive clauses (clauses
which add more information to the sentence, but
whose deletion, would not seriously impair the main
meaning intent of the sentence)), whereas noun
modifiers are derived from restrictive clauses
(clauses necessary to the central meaning of the
sentence; to delete the information in, them wouldi
seriously impair the meaning of the whole sentence) . 4

PART A deals with the process of deriving noun.
modifier constructions from restrictive claUses.
Grammatical constructions called, 'participial
phrases' result but do not have sentence modifier
flexibility.

4.,

In PART B, we derive participial phrases which are
I sentence modifiers. Notice that they do havp this
-flexibility or portability. They can move to the front of

. the sentence. Notice too that they are derived from
nOnrekrictive clauses.

PART, C ,deal with production of a grammatical
construction called-the nominative absolute' as a
sentence modifier:

Notice that the subject noun phrase of the-input
sentente -is retained in the sentence modifier
construction. .

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
In constructin4\ additional sentenie. modifier
exercises, try to avqd relative clause possibilities
which could be ambiguous, e.g.

that + clause, since that is typically restrictive,
thus related to noun modifier construction as
opposed to sentence modifier constructions.

Try to include some action or behavior which app-ea`
almost, inadvertent or even irrelevant to the major
action or development of the sentence!

EXPERIMENT 24 How to Get Longer Modifiers

PART A
-

GIVEN: ,' . -
The flag,
streaming ---

4 in the wind,
was tied to
a pole.

1) a) The flag was tied to a pole.
b) The flag bias streaming in

the wind.

2) a) The ball
b) The ball

a ball.

T."

MATERIAL:

layer was sad.
layer was hit by.

I'T,he ballplayer,
4, hit by a ball, .

was sad.

b) :) The girl was eating an apple.
1) a) The girl rode her bicycle.

4

2) a) The,b.uggy was in bad shape.. } ,..,
b) The buggy was squeaking along. '

DIRECTIONS:
Put sentence 'b' "inside" sentence say in both 1 and 2
in MATERIAL. (Clue: Look at GIVEN for clue. You
will have to drop some wordsi'l You should still have
actual sentences.

,,,a4t

\
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CONCLUSION:
Wliat word or words vas/were dropped from the 'b'

- sentences when they were placed within the 'a'
sentences?

APPLICATION:
- Make new sentences below by combining the pairs

theway you did in DIRECTIONS.

11) a) The-leaves fell to the ground. .

b) The leaves were turning color. e,

2) a) The dog ran home. ,'
b) The dog was pattingiuriously:

1

1

3); a) The book seetnedtired.
b) The book was tattered and torn.

PART B

GIVEN:
a Jim is leaving
b) cJim is our captai\

MATERIAL: .\\
1) a) Mary ivsweet.

b) Mary is my frieV. c*'

Aft
Jim, our captain; ii

`4) leaving. kr4,"W

e ti
CONCLUSION:

4

2) 'a) Our car is old.
b) (:)tr car is a 1932 Fo

3) a) The doctor is new in town.
b) The doctor is a young man.

, -

From what two sentences does a sentence like this
cbme?

Pete, our leader, is my cousin.

APPLICATION:
Make up pairs of sentences like thoscOn MATERIAL!'
Now combine them as you did those in DIRECTIONS.

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT'4 Experlirient

PART A

CONCEPT:
Sentence Modifier Derivation

'ELABORATION:
This is an additional experiment with noun modifiers
designed to reinforce earlier Experiments 22 and 23.

- to

'DIRECTIONS:
Put ;trie two sentences masked 'aL and 'b' in
MATERIAL together so that a sentence like that in
GIVEN is made. (Clue: Delete repeated word.)

PART B

CONCEPT:
Appoitive

ELABORATION:
Note that the appositive is derived from an additional
source input sentence and its presence indicates%
sentence is a transform



Notice too that f mul ting procedures, are Simple.
and can be. han led through simple deletiori

, operationg'on the inpilt\sen nce.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
Input sentences from which
derived are of the klowingt

posttives may, be

EXPERIMENT 25.7--uboi4ilnatIng en ncei

. ART A

GIVEN: . " I didn't go-to
a) Iidn't go to school

e. , school today
today. -5) because I

b) I had a,cold. had a gild.

f.

TERIAL:
a) I got my lessons finished.

I worked hard.

2) a) 'Joe ad a stomach ache.
b) He go bled his supper,

3) a),We stayed indoor day.
b) The weather was terr

UR
Ad
MAT
new sent

CTIONS:
because' to the fron't of each 'b' -ntence in

IAL. Now put this with sentence 'a' form a
ce like that produced in GIVEN:

1

Okt

\\no n phrase., + to be' + houn phrase,

where b
other wo
nominativ

. ,
6

.1 .

noun phrases have the same-referent (in
the second noun phrase is a predicate

PART p'

GIVEN:
a) You will get a reward.
b) You will find the purs,e.

. MATERIAL:
1) a) YOu will win, the prize;,

b) YouWilldress best.

2), a) She will hit the ball.
b) She will practice. `=>

e

N

If you find the
!=> purse, you, will

get a reward:

}a) He will berry friend.
(=>

,b) He will move next door.

4) . a

b)

5) a) You

t`

CONCLUSION
Can 'because' + sentence 'b' be added:10 either

..frontor back of sentence 'a'?

I

\ ,

APPLICATION: . 1\
\ Make up three Sentences.using 'beCause's like those\

you produced i1kDIRECTIONS. --

will staylate. "

wina1<e me home. c>

I be a goOd football player.
b) You t,,;/ practte halt. ..

DIRECT1ONS:, \
I) Add 'if' to sentenceb' in eachipajr of sentences

ap MATERIAL. Then Mace s,enterice in front of
a' to makes new sentehce.

(=>

\51
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e. -

M\iiR^IAL:
) a) She's mean. r._,,..

b) She's pretty. ''''

.2) a) The dog runs fast.
b\ ) The doghas a sore paw. ' ;

3) a) The 60 mancate the food. .

b) Thebld man had anupset stomach.',}
, 4) a) TheA ,

,
4e b,

, b) The
oy had,dessert.' .

boy did'not eat his supper.

2) . What happens if you drop the italicized word? Do 5) a)A little frog tried to leap from thg, bank.
you still have a sentence'? ' .::b) The 6ankwas a long way off.

3) Is it better with or without the ward9 DIRECTIONS! .' :. ,.. . I.- e

0

1) Place 'although' in front of sthtence 'b'iE), groups
CONCLUSION: -

. 1 arid2 in MATERIAL. Place the 'b', se, ntence,in ..
1) Does 'if' change the meaning of the sentence? ,front of the 'a' sentence; . ,

a , .

r

C.

2) Can 'if' .4- sentence-b' be placed after sentence
'a' as well as before it'?

APPLICATION:
1) vlake up three sentences containing 11'. .

V

0

2) Now change themtymoving 'if' '4- words befote
the comma to the end of the sentence.

2) Qo the same for sentences in groups 3-5, exce t
use 'even though' instead of 'although'.

0 .
,

e.

M -"

,

?An). as

kf?

3) Cross out ..the italicized words in MATERIAL
whicti.youwrote in your sentences and changeio
'he'.

GIVEN:' .
..

. CONCLUSION:* ,

a) I'D stay. 1 I'll stay althou Can the 'b' sentence's be placed behind the 'a'c* . .b),i'm unhappy. , l'rn,unhappy.. sentences?
.

, 5 2
, \
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APPLICATION:
Make tip three sentences using 'although'. Two of the
three- should have ,although'inside the sentence
ilistead of at-the front.

ti oc

0
44,

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT,--- ExPerlment 25

-CONCEPT:
Subordinate Clause Transformation'

ELABORATION: 0

You will notice that thqstructural process of creating
sitordinare-61auses iirelativ*simple. It is primarily
a matter ot adding an introcluclory subordinator to a,
kernel sentence,

Muc more, significant, however, is the semantic
°IP I chare incurred in such a transformation., This

change is especially notable irC, the three'
subordinators dealt with here, because, if and
although.'

To begin with because suggerks cause effect`
relationshipwhich require some command of basic
logical processes.

If is used to create a conditionq assertion. The most
signifiCant'point of the newly 'created situation is that
the tWo kernels from which such .a conditional derives
are two true or false assertions. Transformed, they
assert nothing individually nbeing absolutely true or
false. They say something-IN/Ube true or false °PIM
certain conditions are met.

Although implies strong contrast. X occurs in spite of
the fact that Y does or does not Whileneiati ely
simple.for adults, Piagef tells us that many chi ren
don't grasp the relationship of such a structure until
the age of 11 or after.

ADDITIONAL APPLICATION:
Further exefcises should be developed other
subbtdinators, e.g. wheheVer, while, sine, etc, 4

EXPERIMENT 26 '---`Coordinating Seintences

PART A

,
GIVEN;, . .-

' i :

play1) 'a) Children play. Children play
t4. ..b) ChildrenWork. ' and wdrk. .

2) a) Children play.
b) Childreftwork.

MATERIAL: '`,..

1). a) .1 like cake. , co .

b) I likeice cream., ,

.2) a) The boys haven hot rod.
b) The boys have a club.

3) a) You leave..... 1 4
b) You stay.

Either children play

{ 'cc

children,work.

a

CONCLUSION:

How did you now which sentence grobp to use
'either-or' with 0

, 4 'DIRECTIONS: !. .,
Join sentences' 'a'.' and 'b' Oil each grOilp in ,.. , 1

- . MATERIAL. vi,
.

,

Write a short paragraph usingandleand 'either-or in
. , ,, the writing:,

, xb
.

APPLICATION:

.,

C -50-
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s

PART B
z

GIVEN:
.

.1) a) MarY stayed.
b) He left. (=> Mary stayed but he left.

2) ar John did not laugh. John did not laugh,
b) John did not smile:- -9 nor did hesmile.

CONCLUSION:
1) What 'happens to word order of sentende "b'

when you use 'nor'?"

= *

1.,

2) How did you know when to use 'nor'?

APPLJCATION:
,Write three sentencestising 'nor.

:I,

''2) Write three sentences using 'but'.
,

Ifs

'41-.

MATERIAL:' 1) a) The pilot flew the plane.
b) The mechanic stayeq onthe

2) a) Ithad quit raining.
' b) The road was:still wet.

e'
3) a) doe didn't come to class.

b) Joedidn't stay home.,

4) a) The wind didn't blow.`-
b) The rains didn'tcdine.

DIRECTIONS: -

Joih sentences and 'b'
MATERIAL. Use 'but' for' f(ko of
for the other two. Drop the italicized

ground.

"
,;=>

°

in each group
the groups:, Use:rfor"

World.

in

f

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT-:-ExpOriment 26

CONCEPT:

Coordination Transformation

ELABORATION: ,

This is a transformational process all too familiar, to
some students who attempt to expand, sentences
only by tagging on -others by way of coordinating,

\conjunctions.

Notice that deletion often works in conjunction with °

coordination, (usually applying, however, tb the
second element conjoined and not the first) .

The '!'neither-nor" conjunctions offer the greatest
chance of difficulty due to the Semantic- nature of
sable, -involved Rossible deletions, and in some
cases, the reordering which must take place.

:

ario'

-51-
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EXPERIMENT it Building Bigger Noun Oorms

.
s

. .

PART A- t

GIV N:
a) They kriay.
b He is going.

hitATERIAL.
1) a).fli'e\coach hopes

b) He will go.
'.. ,

2) a) . \ is a-promise. - -- .
b.

b) He wilr
o

get a puppy. . : ,-' :.

3) a) Mary said .

b) Joann is leaving.
c*}

DIRECTION,S:' ,

Add 'that' to sentence 'ID: of ,each,. group in
MATERIAL, then ,put the sentence to the, blank of
sentence ',.a.. ,

They knoWthat
he is going:

PART B

1VEN:
1) Pete hitl'h

\
ail, 4 for Pete to hit the ball

, -
2) The dogate awoiTrt. (4, for the dog to, eat a worm

4

CONCLUSION: ' . ,
How does. the word 'that' differ in each of the
following sentences?

a) Th'at boy is my friend.
b) The team knew that they would win.

APPLICATION:
Make up four sentences. :That' should be the *first-i,
word in two sentences and should appear inside the
sentence in two of them. . s.

.1

Sr

$

MATERIAL:
1)::..,Ttie girl studied hard.

'2)The teacher looked unhappy. c*.
3) some 15eOpleleft town.
4) The lamp fell offthe table

,

DIRECT S:
Chang the sentences in MATERIAL the same
those in GIVEN were changed.

I

way

CONCLUSION: .

1) Do you stirhave a sentence after the change?

2) cAn the new constructions be used in other
sentences?

APPLICATION: , .
1) Make three sentences like those provided in

-MATERIAL..

"55
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2) Npw change them to group of words like:those
you madein DIRECTIONS.

2) Now cha,nge them to groups of
you made in DIRECTIONS.

'PART C

GIVEt1,1:

1), The boyieft town. 4> the boy's leaving town'

2)- Mary ate the apple. 4..Mary's eating the apple
.

MATEDAL:
1) The wind blew. c*
2) The cat drank milk. 4
3) The student studied. 4

DIRECTIONS: t
Change the sentences in MATERIAL like those in
GIVEN were changed.

CONCLUSION:
1) Do ybu still have sentences after the change?

2) Can the new constructions be used in other
sentences'?

APPLICATION:
1) Make up three sentences' like those provided in

MATERIAL,

TEACHER SUPPLEMENT Experiment 27

CONCEPT:
Nominalization Transformation

ELABORATION AND STUDENT RESPONSE:
There are a number of grammatical structures in the
English language which can be changed in such a
way that they can then function as a particular unit
within a transformed sentence. One of the most
systet'natic is the nominalizing (noun producing)
type. That is, we take a kernel sentence and change it
in such a way that it is no longer a sentence but is a
group of related words which can fit into a noungslot
of a container sentence.

Notice thafin this experiment' three different types
are used:

1) Subordinate dause:
That he is going is nice.

56
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2) Gerundive:
Joe's staying was nice.

3) Infinitival:
For Mary to cryis sad.

All kernel sentence types lend themselves to
nominalization transformations but the to be forms
might be mote difficult for 'students since they are
irregular, e.g.

00

Joe is the one 4. for Joe to be the one
or

Joe is the one 4 Joe's being the one



4

4,

PERIMIENT 28 :.,P,IttIng Bigger Noun Forms
to "Consumer",Se tences

TAPA

GIVE
1.1,

rnethingwa

a) Jot-in jumpe

Fstupid act. For John to
c=> jump the fence

thetence. was a stupid act.

PART 13-

GIVEN:
Something wag not nicer.
a) Joe stole a crayon.,

MATERIAL'

m1)

2)

3)

'
Sow thing was ltural.

aj V ary hated + cooking.

Something was y
I

ery nice.
a) The class sent the teacher

71 I

Some:fit/4 seemed awful.
a) The boy hurt the puppy.';

4

flowers.

1)

'2)

3)

,DIRECTIONS:
Change sentence 'a' in each-group in MATERIAL so
that it will fit into the "something" place above it.
(Clue. The first word in the new sentence should be
'for" Also you will have to change the verb.)

Joe's stealing a
crayon was not
nice.

Somethingwas unusual.
a) Mary kept a seeret.

What was interesting was something.
a) Joe worked.

.

There was a question about something. 1
a) Sally left early.

DIRE IONS:
Change-sQltence 'ein each groLip in MATERIAL so
that it will fifintQ the something place above it like the
GIVEN sentencewas changed. (Clue: The first word
will be the same word -that is in sentence 'a' +"5.
Again, you will have to chkilei e verb.)

,

ti

'CONCLUSION:
When you change the sentence and make it become
an input sentence, does the meaning change?

. APPLICATION:
What is the input sentence in each of the following:

"1)- For Joe to leave is sad.

2) For the girl to smileis-nice.'

3) For the team to quit trying would be very sad.

-54-
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CONCLUSION:
Hdw is the ntw iangUage creation here like that
created 'in PART A? How is it different?

APPLICATION:
Write out.the complete input sentence in each of the
following: .

1) The team's playing ha%irnproyed.
\



2) Sally's broken arrnli not'funny. TEACHER SUPMEMENTExperlment 29-310,

3) Our teacher's wearing glasses seemed different.

ti

-
-1 Combining Sentences

ELABORATION:
The last four experiments serve's transition from the
study cl 'sentence structure `concepts in the

-experiment set to the more specific business of,
sentence-combininges elaborated in the final section
of thislnaterial.

RJ

The specific focus of EZperiments 28-31 is upon
expansion of the noutror nominal constropts within
Qonsumer orcdntainer sentences.

tit
EXPERIMENT 29 Combined Sentences t, .
GIVEN: .

t
, -,\ .. . 2) We shall paint the car green.. ,1) We elected Tom. e

mat We elected Tom captain2) Tom is captain. , ,,.,

MATERIAL:
1), a) They elected Joe.

b) Joe is president.

2) a) We painted rhe.barn.
b) The barn is red.

31 a) They named the new baby.
b) The new baby is Mary.

DIRECTI6NS:
Combine the 'a' and 'b' sentences in MATERIAL as
they'were in GIVEN.(Clue: Sentence 'b' is an 'inpOt

.sent ence .)

3) They named him 'Ike'.
C

a

CONCLUSION:
1) At least

one
many sentences _does it take to

build one like:
TEACHER

"The class elected Mary
.president."TEACHER SUPPLEMENT -- Experiment 29

, -

,t.

2) What are the sentences it is built from?

4

APPLICATION:
Below are several sentences. What original
sentences are each of thesetkosa'2.
1) We made him a leader.

CONCEPT:
The Object Complement Transformation

ELABORATION: .
Although a Significant transformation in terms of
grammatical and 'rhetorical potential, from tne
standpoint of actual use it is somewhat limited. Iy is
iandic4ped with the same problem that plagues the
indirect' object transform; that is, 'there are a very
antted 'number of verbeWhich will allow the object
complement situation to occur.

Nevertheless, it appears useful apd it certainty drews
,

atterition to the yety significhnt structural and
semantic role of the verbs.
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EXPERIMENT 30 Combining More than One
Sentence ,

PART A

N ,
GIVEN:

1) The dress is a color.
2) The dress is blue.
3) The color is pretty.

1 c* The blue dress is
a pretty color.

MATERIAL:
1) The buffalo charged the Indian.
2) The buffalo is bid.
3) The Indian is brave.

I
DIRECTIONS: r.

Combine the above three-Sen'tences in MATERIAL so
that they are one. The meaning of the new sentence
should be the same as the three separate sentences.

2) a) The f clapped the ii hands.
b) The fans ere eager.
cy Their hand were cold.

3) a) The judge waved the flag.
b) The judge was uneasy.
c) The flag was checkered.

PART B

GIVEN: ,
-.- 1) Someonesold something.

a) The salesman , The hard-working
worked hard. salesman sold

b) The vacuum cleaner the broken
CONCLUSION: , . was broken. .

vacuum cleaner.
1) TWo, of the sentences are "put" inside the.third.

Which two are put inside-the third? How? MATERIAL:
1) Something charged something.

a) The-buffalo was arrow-peppered. (4.

b)" The lndan was extremely worried.

2) Some onequick y ate Something'
a) The robin was wift- footed.
b) The worm was rapii ly crawling.

2) How did you decide which two to put in the- DIRECTIONS:
other? 1) Changaences 'a' and 'tNn MATERIAL so'

they caer#/put into the someone- something
slots in the sentence above them. N

APPLICATION:
Below are a number of sentence combinations.
Combine the two or three sentences in each group
and produce one:

1) a) The car hit-the fence.
, b) The car was for racing.

c) The fence was old.
.64
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2) Now put these words into the slots and form APPLICATION:
sentences. Below are three "containing" ,sentences. They all

contain Input' sentences. Of course, the 'input'
sentences had to be changed first. Write out the
'input' sentences as they looked before being
.changed.
1) The soapy dish had a strange smell.

CONCLUSION'
What did you do to the input sentence before it can
go into the containing sentence?

2) The sudden-firing gun had an oily smell.

3) The little girl was a hungry eater.,

EXPERIMENT 31 More onnCo bitting More than One Setitence

GIVEN:
. 1) 'The dress was a Color. .

The blue dress was2) The dress is blue. (7:;,
a pretty color.3) The color is pretty.

2) Try to make three other pew sentences fro your
MATERIAL: first one.

1) The girl won the contest.
2) The girl was tall.
3) The girl was an American. F;)
4) ',The contest was for beauty.
5) The contest was in Milwaukee.

DIRECTIONS:
1) Many times sentences are "-too shoft. The

information in them can be put together. Use the
information in the above five sentences and
maKe one sentence:This one sentence should
carry the same meaning as the five separate
sentences. Of course, you will have to drop some ,
words and change the positionof others. CONCLUSION:

How can sentences often be improved if they are too
short?
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APPLICATION:
Below are several short choppy sentences. Combine
them into one the' way you did in this experiment with
the MATERIAL sentences.
1) a) The turtle jumped into the pond.

b) Thelurtle was funny.
c) The turtle was little.
d) The pond was big.

2) --a) A few of the c As painted the barn.
b) The girls were pretty.
c) The girls were little.
d) The barn was old.



DESIGNING SENTENCE-

Sentence-combining calls for the student to take a
number of short,choppy sentences and combine them
into a single acceptable sentence.

For example:
1) Joe ate an apple.
2) Joe is my friend.

to
Joe, my friend, ate an apple.

or
Joe, who is my friend, ate an apple.

or
My friend, Joe, ate an apple.

etc.

Ong needs to delete sbrge words, add others,
sometimes charge or alter inflections tenses, etc. when
combining sucftentences.

e kindof sentence that the student will produce is
deter to some extent by the structures of the
model phio ided. For instance, if we provide the
following,

1) I knoW SOMETHING.
2) Joe is my frien that) .

,

we limit pretty much the possible outcomes. Obviously,
sentence 2 is to be modified and plaCed, in the
SOMETHING slot of sentence 1. Furthermore, the clue'
word 'that' suggests that we should change sentence 2
using the given clue word with a resulting combination,

know that Joe is my friend.

Also, the complexity of the activity can be varied by
controlling the number of "insert sentences" to be
modified and placed into a "consumer sentence." For
example, compare the following,, taken- from Frank

'Hare, to the sentence-combining we did above,

The office building towered above the apartment
h oaaes

he building was gleaming.
e building was new.

TI s building was rising high into the sky.
The hoUses were decrepit.
The houses were brick.
The houses were in the slums.

iNfhe slums surrounded this symbol of'Presperity.
(which/that) ,

COMBINING ACTIVITIES

The prosperity was universal:
One possible result:

"The gleaming new office building, rising high into
fhe sky, towered above the decrepit, brick
apartment houses in the slums which (that)
surround this symbol of universal prosperity."

In other words, the exact form of the sentence-
combining model chosen determines to a, lesser or
greater extent both the kinds of syntactic structures the
student will use and the complexity or sophistication:of
those structures.

SOME GENERAL ATTRIBUTES, OF MANY
SENTENCE-COMBINING ACTIVITIES

+ A consumer and one or more insert sentences
the consumer sentence is always listed first in our

\ models and often utilizes SOMETHING to identify
',-,the slot to be filled by the insert /s, e.g.

CONSUMER; I know SOMETHING.
INSERT: You are my friend. (that),

to:

I know that you are my friend.

However, the consumer need not always have the
word SOMETHINGin a blank slot, e.g.

CONSUMER: Mary wore adress.
INSERT: The dress was blue.

-69-
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to:

Mary wore a blue dress. .

+ More than one "filler" slot in the consumer
sentence, e.g.,

CONSUMER SOMEONE lost a coat.
INSERT: The boy is on the bicycle.

The coat is old.

to:

- The boy on the bicycle lost an old coat,
11.



+ Possible presence of sub-consumer senten

CONSUMER: SOMETHING seemed unusual.
SUB-CONSUMER: The rwn left his horse. (for/to)

The man was old.
The man was feeble.
The horse was hungry.

to:

For the feeble old man to leave his hungry horse
seemed unusual:

The following models will utilize,mostof the above ideas.

SOME KINDS OF SENTENCE;.
COMBINING MODELS

t

MODIFICATION MODELS
+ Adjectives

1) The boy made several mistalks.
The mistakes were obvious
The mistakes were dumb.

Possible result:
The boy made several obvious dumb'
mistakes.

2) The degilooked lazy.
The dog was quiet.
The dog was old.

Possible result:
The quiet old dog looked lazy

3) The man ate an apple.
The man was small.
The man was trembling.
The apple was red
The apple was wormy.

Possible result:
Thesmall trembling man afe,Ared
wormy apple.

+ Relative Clause and Sentence Modifiers :.
1) The sun slipped slowly behind the cloud.

The cloud was near the horizon.
Possible result:

The sun slipped slowly, behirld.the toud-
which was near the horizon. 7

2) The bOok fell from the shelf.',
The book was old. (that)

Possible result:
The book that was*o ld fell fr.orFRe shelf.

3) The boy nearly wrecked his bike.
The boy was gawking over his shoulder. '

Possible result:,
The boy, gawking over his shoulder,
nearly wrecked his bike.

4) The birds barely missed the plane.-
The birds veered sharply. (veering,)

,

Possible result:
Sharply veering, the birds barely missed,
the plane. ' '\

5) The pildt asked for a cup cOlf.fee.
- The incident stiook.the t.

(shaken/ by)
Possible result:

*Shaken by the incident, the pi asked
for a cup of coffeel

PAIFTING VARIOUS KINDS OF MODIFIERS
TOGETHER .

1) The man shuffled wad the bus station. .

The man was old.
The man shuffled quietly.
The bus station was crowded with

people. (which)
The pedple were noisy.
The people were discourteous.

Possible result:
The old man s,hutfled quietlx into the bus
station which was crowded with noisy
discourteous people.

?)` The sports car shot away from the curb.
The sports bar was sleek.
The sports car was red.
The sports car seemed alive. (seeming)
The curb bordered the sidewalk. (that)
Ty curb was low.
The sidewalk wascrowded With

shoppers.
The shoppers were indifferent,

Possible result:
The sleek red sportscar, seeming alive,
shot away fro'm the low curb that
bordered thesidewalk crowded with
indifferent shoppers. -

S

r.

6

3) 'The pitcher sized uolhebatter.
The pitcher slowly chewed his tdbacco

(chewing) -

The tobacco_was soggy.
The pitcher was young.
The 'batter appeared much larger than

he remembered him to be (who)
Possiyle'resulq

Slowly, chewing his sqggytobacco, the
young,ritcber sized,up the batter who
appeared much larger than he .

remembered him' tg be.

EXPANDING THE NOUN SLOT

1) I know SOMETHING.,
He is very unhappy. (that).

Possible result:
I know that he iAvery unhappy.

Noticethat the insertntence is changed 16 passive voice and then
has words deleted
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2) SOMETHING seems a trag dy.
He`cannot go (that) - ,

Possible result:
That he cannot go seems a t gedy

.3) 'SOMETHING made the coach, angry
The team loss the game. (fact/thask

Possible result:
The fact that the team lost the game
made the coach angry.

4) _ SOMETHING was the question.
The boy left (yyhich)

PossLble result.
Which boy left was the question.

5) SOMETHING was ridiculou;,
The team lost. (for/to)

Possible result:
' For the team to lose was ridiculous.

SOMETHING was ridiculous.
The team lost. ('s/ing)

ossible result.
The team's losing was ridiculous.

PUTTING MODIFIERS AND NOMINALIZATION
(NOUN FORMS) TOGETHER

1) SOMETHING appeared strange to the
mountain man.

The trail into the woods ended abruptl
(6r/to)

The well-trotdden.
The.wo ds was dense
The man was aged.
The man as grizzly.

ossible result.
For the well-t dden trail into the d se

oods to end a ruptly appeare Iran
to he aged grizzl mountain man.

SOME ING appears n inexcusable thi
(for/t

The girl ilea the exam. (for/to)
, The girl is young

The girl is pretty
Thewl is eaten ,an apple.
Theapple is sour
The exam was easy

Po ible esult
F t6e pretty young girl eating the sour
app to fe41 the easy exam appear an
inex able thing

y-

0

*c:1/4

he above- models have been the more tightly
struc ured variety. However, open-ended models are
much' seer to design and ability to build activities from
the abo models should enable One to build any
number of pen-ended combinations. Below are a few
examples for\consideration:

1) It is Sunday afternoon. -

The fternoon is still
The a kernoon is muggy.

2) The couple alked slowly in the night.
The coup) was arm in arm.
The couple was quiet.
The couple stared at the'sea.
The sea was calm.
The sea was wavelefs-)
The night was starry.

3) SOMETHING pleased the crowd
The team's captain scoreda basket.
The team's captain was agile.
The; basket was difficult
The crowd was in the gym. (which)
The crowd-waSnoisy.
The gym was stuffy.

4) The butterfly stretched its wings- for flight..
The butterfly was graceful. `
The butterfly was near a flower.
The flower was delicate.
The flower's delicacy enhanced the

beauty of the butterfly's wings.\
The wings were soft.'
The wings were orange.
The wings were patterned. (which/that)
The flight would be beautiful
The flight would be induced by a breeze.
The breeze was gentle.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS ON SENTENCE-
COMBINING MODELS

We should note that the models provided here
for sentence-corribining, activities are not syn-
tactically exhaustive. Many more qombinations are
obviously possible and desirable. For additional ideas
and.exapiples, check the bibliqgraphr. Two especially
useful resources are William Strong's Sentenbe
Combining: A Composing Book and Frank O'Hare's
Sentendecraft: An Elective Course in Writing.

.
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